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Meigs, Put Up His Property So Mead Valley Could Have ACenter
Community
mourns the loss of
a great man
The Black Voice News
MEADYALLEY

By Cheryl Brown·
Mr. Charles Gus Meigs, Jr., 90,
was the first to offer to put up his
house so that Mead Valley, a low
income area of the county, could
realize their dreams of a community
center.
.
Recently Mr. Meigs passed away
after an illness. At the time of his
death he was the chair of the Mead
Valley Community Center.
Yolanda Williams, the new chair
said, "very few times in our Ii ves we
can experience an unusual encounter
with a unique individual. Mr. Meigs
was just s uch an individual."
The reason for his success is not
known for sure but could possibly be
due in part to his work experience.
As a young man he worked as a

"bootblack" pharmacist, porter,
waiter and columnist for the
California Eagle ne~spaper. For',.
about the next 33 years he was
employed as a custodian in the Los
Angeles Unified School District and
eventually rose through the ranks
and retired as an area Maintenance
Supervisor in 1973.
His work was interrupted with the
draft during World War II. In 1941
he entered the U.S. Army before the
bombing of Pearl Harbor. He
received an honorable discharge in
1945 with the rank Master Sergeant.
He was a very active citizen in
Los Angeles and stayed active when
he and his wife of 60 years
Minyonne Singleton retired in Perris
in 1976.
Mr. Meigs was an active member
of Project Jordan, a parent support
group at Jordan High School, and
Board member of the Child Care
Center at Locke High School. He
served in several leadership posiIn Perris he was an officer in
tions of Local 99 Service Employees AARP, the Woodcraft Lions Club,
International Union where he was past-President of the Sun City
one of jts first members.

Mead Valley Community Center

Chapter of the Retired Public
Employees Association and founder
and Chair of the Mead Valley

Community
Association
and
Community Center. He was also a
member of the Moreno Valley

United Methodist Church.
In the 1970's this model leader led
See Meigs, Page A-4

Community Video Project Highlights Desegregation in San Bernardino

Former San Bernardino City Superintendent of Schools Dr. E. Neal Roberta with Michael Townsend of Congressman Joe
Baca's office, and Pastor Reginald-Woods of Life Changing Ministries.

Bernardino County followed bussed in San Bernardino City
suit. Fifty years later, the discus- Unified.
sion
continues with the impact
Retired San Bernardino City
T he County Board of
Education commemorated the of Brown vs. Board and its Unified Superintendent E. Neal
50th anniversary of Brown vs. effects on the quality of educa- Roberts said desegregation was
one of the highlights of his
Board of Education at its meet-· tion for all students.
The latest in a series of career. "We need to integrate.
ing this week with special public showing of a short video Community Video Projects by We need to understand each
documentary on the impact of the San Bernardino County other," said Roberts. "Every stuthe landmark decision in San Superintendent of Schools and dent must have access to the
Bernardino. The _board adopted The Black Voice Media Center same basic education."
Hardy Brown of the Black
a resolution commemorating the highlights interviews with San
anniversary at its May meeting. Bernardino residents who were Voice News, who was an active
On May 17, 1954, the Chief part of desegregation efforts in resident in the desegregation of
Justice. Earl Warren read the the San Bernardino City Unified schools, said: "It has been a
court's unanimous decision that School District. Some remem- struggle that has been a good
banned "separate but equal" in bered the days as students; oth- . journey."
Francis Grice, civil rights
public education. The Supreme ers were part of the desegregation
process.
Some
recounted
activist
and San Bernardino resCourt declared that separate
educational facilities are inher- their experiences to the board ident, hugged board vice president John Preston Miller, and
ently unequal and violate the Monday.
Pastor
Re8gie
Woods
of
Life
commented: "That's what it was
14th Amendment to the United
States Constitution which guar- Changing Ministries in San all about."
The Schools of California
antees all citizens "equal protec- Bernardino recalled thtee riots
as
one
of
the
first
students
Online
R~sources for Education
tion of the laws." Schools in San
The Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

Black Voice News Co-Publisher Cheryl Brown with Francis Grice, mother of plaintiffs In NAACP desegregation case in
·
San Bernardino.
•

(SCORE) Web site has a wealth
of information commemorating

the 50th anniversary of Brown
vs. Board, including lesson

plans,
for
teachers
http://score.rims.kl2.ca.us.

at:

University of Michigan's Next Class Looks Whiter

Moreno Valley High School students set sights on attending college.

Supreme Court Ruling leads
to significant decline in
Black student enrollment. A
Moreno Valley applicant
shies away

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

~ Chris Levister
Eighteen-year old Shana Ballard

of M oreno Valley had her hopes set
on becoming the first in her family
to attend college. Her dream was to
attend the University of Michigan.
She will graduate from high school
with a 3.6 GPA. She says she
applied to U-M in 2003: She was
shocked when the application
arrived in the mail. "lt was 26 pages
requiring multiple essays and very
detailed personal information
apparently designed to weed out
students who aren't serious applicants. It's an effort to weed us out."
Ballard says a Michigan counselor
says she should have taken more AP
classes. "Those classes are not
available in schools located in poor
neighborhoods," she says
The University of Michigan will
See UMICH, Page A-4

ReaQan Made Racism Respectable
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

COMMENTARY
By George E. Curry
'

In a 1980 presidential debate
against Jimmy Carter, the late
Ronald Reagan will forever be
remembe red for having asked, "Are
you better off today than you were
four years ago?" If AfricanAmericans were to ask themselves
if they are better off today than they
were before eight years of Ronald

Reagan in the White House, the
answer would be an emphatic no.
Ronald Reagan was an amiable
figurehead who made racism
respectable. Efforts to re-write his 0
tory, even by newspapers with socalled liberal editorial pages, cannot
change that fact. I didn't say he was
a racist - I said he made racism
respectable . And he did so bY,
launching an all-out attack on civil
rights, all while smiling, tilting his
head to the side, and doing a better
acting job in the White House than
he ever did in Hollywood.
Reagan made his White House
mission clear by kicking off his

E-Mail to: pressrel,ease €· bl~ckvoi cenew s.c om

1980 general- election campaign in most conservative member of the
Philad_elphia, Miss., where three · Supreme Court, to become chief
civil rights workers had been mur- justice. Reagan appointed Antonin
dered ·in 1964.
Scalia, who was even more conserReagan
appoin ted
Wi lliam vative than Rehnquist, to a seat on
Bradford Reynolds as assistant the court. He also picked Sandra
attorney general for civil rights. Not Day O' Conner, a conservative who
Qnly did Reynolds make it clear that ~lightly moderated some of her
the administration would no longer views after being elevated to the
use goals and timetables to help Hig h Court, and Anthony Kennedy,
eradicate racial discrimination, he who remained a true conservative.
went so far as to seek the invalidaAt the executive level, Clarence
tion of voluntary affirmative action Pendleton, a divisive Black conserprograms around the country.
vative, was appointed chair of the
Reynolds wasn't Reagan's only U .S. Commission on Civil Rights.
bad appointment. He selected His selection ended what had been a
William H. Rehnquist, then the history of bi-partisan cooperation

on the commission, which had been
created - under
D wight
D.
Eisenhower, a Republican. Initially,
'Reagan had sought to disband the
commission, but Congress overruled him.
Clarence Thomas, was fi rst
appointed to a post in the
Department of Education before
being named to head the Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) . Reagan 's
lone Black cabinet member,
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development Sam Pierce was so
ineffectual that he was called
"Silent Sam." He was such a non-

P.O. Bo:r 1581 . Ri·1e1side. Cali:omra 925-IJ2 (909') 682-6070 ©Bfac:k Voice News 2002

entity that Reagan didn't even recognize him at a reception for mayors, greeting h im as "Mr. Mayor."
When I was covering the White
House for the Chicago Tribune dur ing the Reagan years, 'aides would
concede off the record that Reagan's
I.Q. was lower than room temperature.
It has always amused me to see
people struggle to say the same
thing in a more sophisticated manner.
Fred I. Greenstein, a political scientist, refers to Reagan's "handsSee REAGAN on Page A-8
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Reagan Legacy Mixed Bag in
Black America
As soon as I learned of the passing of former President Ronald
Regan, I started searching for a photo that Sam Martin, publisher of
the American Newspaper, took of
me and Ronald Reagan back
when Reagan was running for
governor of California. Of course
he became Governor and later
President of the United States. I
was a young reporter volunteering as a staff member with the
American Newspaper and the
Republicans were hosting a
fundraiser at the National Orange Showgrounds.

A young Hardy L. Brown meets the.n gubernatorial candidate Ronald Reagan

Being• in the newspaper business, I was compelled to follow
Reagan's career. I remember begin asked by the late Benton "PK"
Blakely to chaperone some San Bernardino youth to Disneyland as
part of a larger youth conference. PK was a member of Mayor Al
Ballard's staff and was in charge of community involvement. After the
event was over he told me that the reason these young people were
able to participate in the conference and outing to Disneyland was
through the Republican governor. Of course, that governor was
Ronald Reagan. And for some of those kids, it was the first time they
had such an experience.
Now I don't know what went wrong from the time Reagan first
became governor and later while president, but there seemed to be a
discoru;iect between what he was saying and the. action taken in the
Black Community. The words he used sounded good to Black America
and seemed to sound in-eat to White America. but even better to the
extreme ultra conservative segment of our society that likes to blame
Blacks and the poor for the effects of racism and poverty without
examining the systemic forces at work. During his first election the
KKK publicly stated that Reagan's platform sounded as though they
had written the platform. Regan always sent mixed signals to our
community. We knew we were in for a rough and rocky road as it
relates to civil rights, when he fired the striking air traffic controllers.
He hired General Colin Powell, and then wanted to appoint Bork to
the Supreme Court and turn back the hands of time on the civil rights
gained prior to his election. He signed the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Holiday bill ansJ later had to call Coretta Scott King and apologize
because he was originally against the bill. It was always a mixed signal coming from his mouth and actions. As a result of that be
destroyed some of our dreams and gave us nightmares in Trent Lott,
Newt Gingrich, Russ Limbaugh and others who touted a leaner nonintrusive government while they did everything in their power to
make us a nonentity in America.
I guess that is why he dubbed himself the great communicator
because not too many people could say they are going to reduce government while piling up the biggest budget deficit in the country's history. Now I admire a man who can look you in the eye and do that. I
appreciate his remarks on communism: ''Tear down this Wall" or
"Make my Day" or "Here we go Again." Whether you agree with his
politics or not be did teach all of us something with bis life. You must
learn to communicate with the masses and love your mate. Now those
are two concepts that he illustrated with some consistency. Our world
will be better off if we take that from his life regardless of political
affiliation.

-The Black Voice News
Established in January of 1972
The Black Voice News is a weekly newspaper published on Thursday by Brown Publishing Company, P.O. Box
1581. River.;ide, California 92502. We may be reached in Riverside at (909) 682-6070, 3585 Main Street. Suite 201.
Riverside, 92501.
The Black Voice New,;; sells S.2~ pe.r copy. Subscription rate is S40.00 per year. Ou1 of stale subscriplion is SS0.00
per year.
Adjudic.ated, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974 Case Number I08890 by the Superior Court
of Riverside County.
1l1e obj~tive of The Black Voice News is to communicate inform111ion to all members of the Inland Empire.
Stories published in The Black Voice News do not necessarily reflect the policies nor the opinions of the publish·
ers. The Black Voice News is audited by the Certification Verification Publications Service (CVPS).
TI1c Black Voice News is a member of the West Coas1 Black Publishers Association and lhc National Newspaper
Publishers Association (NNPA). We restive the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.

No·Lie Can Live Forever
MINISTER
METHODIST
DEPRESSED
ASSAULTS
TEENAGER? A lawsuit filed in
February
accuses
United
Methodist minister R. Gene Voss
of sexually assaulting a female
teenager during counseling sessions for depression at the First
United
Methodist
Church,
Crawfordsville. In 1984 her minister began fondling the 15-yearold, ·initiating intercourse when
she was 16. "Over the next four
years Gene Voss raped the plaintiff over 60 ·times," says the lawsuit. The woman has incurred
more than $65,000 in treatment
for abuse. Voss gave up his minister credentials in 1991. She is
also suing the Crawfordsville
church and the United Methodist
South Indiana Conference. "You
can say anything in a lawsuit,"
was the cavalier response of the
conference's
legal
advisor.
Source:
Indianapolis
Star
2/4/2003. To review hundreds of
actual newspaper excerpts of
ministers arrested for child sexual molestation go to the Internet:
www.reformation.com.
A
guidebook
entitled,
Reducing the Risk II, is provided
to churches by Guide One
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tern is to take advantage o~ an
unplanned seemingly irresistible
situation. Situational offenders
are many 10 numbers but they
have fewer victims than the preferential offender.
The preferential offender is a
planner. This sexual predator is
usually a male. This person poses
a unique · and serious danger to
churches. These individuals may
appear as the ideal worker for
children. They're selective concerning their victims. The best
way to ward off preferential and
situational offenders is for
churches to develop an environment that puts the molester at risk
rather than the children: A show
of awareness is a deterrent to sex
offenders. They would prefer to
compromise an unsuspecting
church than one that is alert. (part
5 next week)

Richard 0 . Jones is. an author.
poet, columnist and counselor in
the Save Our Sons Program q.t
A.K. Quinn African Methodist
Episcopal Church in Moreno
Valley. For info about the program call the church at (909)
485-6993 or Mr. Jones at (909)
488-0443.

Stereotypes Not Cosby Are Th~ Real Problem
Comedian Bill Cosby's partial
recant that his knock of allegedly
bad behaving Blacks was a call for
action and not a broad brush stroke
indictment of all poor Blacks, came
too little too late. The gaggle of
rightwing shock jocks, conservative Black apologists, and op-ed
columnists have giddily embraced
him as their darling, and many
Blacks cheer for him for supposedly daring to speak what they call,
"the truth."
B~t what's that truth? A special
Census report in February 1999, on
Black achievement, and the
National Urban League's State of
Black America annual reports
found that the overwhelming
majority of Blacks graduate from
high school, their drop-out rates are
only marginally higher than that of
Whites (not fifty percent as Cosby
claimed), and a significant number
of Black high school graduates go
on to college.
A survey of student attitudes by
the Minority Student Achievement
Network, an Illinois-based educational advocacy group in 2002,
found that Black students were as
motivated, studied as hard, and
were as serious about graduating as
Whites. Even in the poorest of poor
Black neighborhoods, countless
numbers of children live in nonwelfare dependent, two-parent
households where the children do
not sell drugs, join gangs, get pregnant in their teens, or mumble in
unintelligible babble.
Cosby better than an!)'one should

Despite the plummet in crime
know these things. He has spent
rates, racial stereotypes have
much of his professional career batdeeply embedded the popular and
tling the clown, coon, and mammy
terrifying belief that crime in
image of Blacks in Hollywood. He
America comes exclusively with a
has written books that have touted
young, Black male face. The result:
the excellence and achievements of
nearly one million Blacks are now
young Blacks. He has given tons of
warehoused in America's j ails, the
money to charitable and educationmajority of whom are young
al causes whose goal is to provide
resources and create opportunities stuff of cheap media sensational- Blacks; and a significant number of
for the legions of young Blacks that ism.
them are there for non-violent,
Cosby's ill-thought out remarks petty drug crimes.
want to improve their lives.
Though Cosby is one of the best- is not just grist for the miJl of conThen last but not least, there's
known Blacks to fan negative racial servative talking heads to hammer Cosby himself. In times past,
stereotypes, he's hardly the only Blacks, they certainly didn't need Cosby has been ripped by the same
one. Despite much evidence to the Cosby to do that, they also confirm White and Black conservatives that
contrary, many Blacks routinely that the problems of poor Blacks revere him for talking favorably
trash, demean, and ridicule them- are self made and insoluble. Many about affirmative action, civil
selves. They unthinkingly and employers admit that they won 't rights, and for his own sexual
unquestioningly spin sordid tales of hire young Blacks because they hijinks. His wife Camille Cosby
ghetto car jackers, gang bangers, believe they are lazier, more crime was slammed for having the temer- drive-by-shooters, and dope dealers prone, and educationally deficient. ity to suggest that racism may have
that supposedly tum Black commu- Many politicians, even without the . been a factor in the murder of their
.nities into war zones and cesspools excuse of ballooning state and fed- son, Ennis Cosby.
eral budget deficits and cutbacks,
of rot.
Cosby didn'l invent the shopSome Blacks in the rap and hip- mightily resist efforts to increase worn stereotype that poor Blacks,
hop world are deeply complicit in spending on job, health, and educa- and indeed the poor in general, are
fanning this stereotype. The rap tion programs for the poor while their own worst enemy. This belief
moguls have reaped king's ransoms waging relentless war against affir- has been around for a long time.
peddling their music-video-cartoon mative actjon.
But Cosby is a recognized and
During the Democratic presiden- endearing icon, and when lie speaks
version of the thug life. The rebellious young of all colors that shell tial primary debates.w, with the people listen. In this case, what
out billions to enrich them are arguable exceptions of John they heard from him won't change
almost totally mindless of the social Edwards, and Howard Dean, the their negative belief about the
complexities, and the artistic ·and White Democratic presidential can- Black poor.
intellectual richness of the Black didates were mute on issues such as
experience. Even more tragic, some urban investment, health care for
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is an
Blacks further bolster the thug life the uninsured, fixing lousy inner- author and political analyst. Visit
stereotype by committing or wind- city public schools, racial profiling, his news and opinion website:
ing up as victims of violence. The affirmative action, the racial dispar- www.thehutchinsonreport.com He
murders of rap icons Tupac Shakur, ities in prison sentencing, and the is the author of The Crisis in Black
and Notorious BIG have been the racially marred drug laws.
and Black (Middle Passage Press).

In believing humans were governed by stars, ancient Black
Egyptians invented astrology to
inform people of the course of their
lives and to help them find their
Lucky Star. The assumption was
that because stars were lighted and
relayed Universal Energy (arising
out of God's mind), they manifested
the divine will. Thus, Lucky Stars
could exert controlling power on an
individual through guidance,
insight, and intuition. The assigned
star depended upon one's karma.
Karma is a general law of cause and
effect resulting from how one's
free-will intentional actions have
been used in one's present or prior
lifp. Those oriented toward a lifetime of love and goodness received
the brightest Lucky Star and therefore divine genius-type energy.
Talents, containing a lesser amount
of Universal Energy, were directed

into those who lived a reasonably
good life. Also, the talented, when
compared with geniuses, had lesser
degrees of mental capacities, abilities, and concentrated amounts of
Universal Energy. lf a talented per
son up-graded to a life of goodness,
then genius energy became available. Conversely, if a genius downgraded from goodness, then ilivine
energy would be less available.
Each good or evil action in one's
activities of daily living produced a
cumulative effect that formed an
energy force. The nature of the
energy force produced vibration
rates consistent with where it
ranged on the "love to evil" scale.
Regardless of the amount of
Universal Energy one received as a
reflection of one's karma, the energy filled that person's life with
urges to create. Since everybody .
had a talent, that urge included
everybody.
In the 18th century, the •rise of the
European Romantic Movement (a
heightened interest in nature, emotions, and imagination) embraced
all of these African concepts.
Europeans defined "genius" as

0

What are Talents?

CREDO OF THE BLACK PRESS

The Black Press believes that America can best lead the world away from racial and national antagonisms when it
accords to every person , regardlesi; of race. color or creed, full human and legal righu. Hating no penion, fearing no per•
son. the Black Press strives to help ~very person in the firm belief that all arc hurt as long as anyone is held back.

Insurance Company, the leading
insurer of churches in America.
In ·this book Kenneth Lanning, a
FBI Special Agent, fighting
crimes against children states, "If
sexual abuse occurs in your
church, a respected member will
most likely be the molest~r. The
sexual abuser is of two types (1)
the situational offender, and (2)
the
preferential
offender."
Churches are a unique institution.
Although the veil of trust has
been tom down by child sexual
abuse in the church, many parents remain reluctant to ask the
hard questions to church officials
before joining a church. When
the same parent seeks a childcare
provider from a nursery school
they express all sorts of concerns
for their child's safety prior to
enrolling the child. However,
according to the National
Resource Center on Child Sexual
Abuse molestation is much more

likely to take place at a church or
church setting than at a nursery
school. A'lthough both institutions are entrusted with children,
nursery school teachers are subject to criminal background
checks but church workers are
not. Parents must ask questions
concerning the welfare of their
child before sending him or her
on a church bus off to church or a
church function. Asking such
concerns may seem paranoid but
on the contrary, it's good parenting. Church officials are also
reluctant to subject a volunteer to
tough questions and a screening
process or criminal background
check when he or she is consid- •
ered a blessing.
The two most common child
molesters that infiltrate a church
are the ·situational molester, and
the preferential molester. The situation molester is the most common. This person, usually a male,
is more of an opportunist. Like
the name situational molester
implies he takes advantage of a
situation, which was not planned.
He's acting out of impulse and
opportunity. He may be a counselor, youth minister, or goodnatured church member. The pat-

exceptional natural capabilities and
"talent" as special natural capabili-

ties -- both pertaining to one or
more realms of life. Whereas
genius was an inborn spontaneous
expression, ~alent was partly the
result of an inborn spontaneity and
partly the result of environmental
factors. However, there has never
been a known way to determine
how much of talent is inborn (i.e.
nature) and how much is from sociocultural nurturing. Nevertheless, a
talent combines several factors -- an
inborn aliveness to create, invent, or
discover; the disciplined use of reason, feelings, and emotions for the
talent involved; and physical skills
like hand dexterity and/or hand-eye
coordination. The application of
one's talents continually expands
one's capacities and abilities.
Capacity is the power to acquire,
absorb, understand, and store information needed for ability. Ability
is the "power-in-waiting" to do productive work. Faculty is a power
of the mind like reason, will , memory, and instinct.
Components of a talent may be in
various stages of development and

therefore education, tram.mg, and
experience are needed to elevate
each into human perfection.
Human Perfection happens when
all components of the talent automatically work smoothly as a team.
In addition, one is able to apply
one's talent on all pertinent planes
of a situation -- whether in mental
and/or practical realms. For example, in the mental realm, if the same
question about a problem is presented to a talented person on different
occasions, the answer given will
consistently be correct but the same
answer will not be given twice.
This similarity applies in the performance style realm.
John
Coltrane recorded "My Favorite
Things" 27 times. Each recording
was different from the other 26 -and none were imitations of how the
original composer initially presented it to the world. The major importance of a talent is its ableness to
make happen one's "calling" in life
or one's realistic legac_)4 dream. It is
every person's life duty to discover,
develop, and find a niche for his/her
talent.
website: jablifeskills.com
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25% OFF

Swjro,we-rfof her. By~\ Be Creative, tyliraqesuit,
.Nexj by A1hena. leifant and othel'$. Misses.
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40% OFF

Sportswear for her. By a famous
New York maker, our famous maker,
America's favorite designer, Studio M,
Charter Club and Style & Co.
Misses, petites and Macy Woman.

.
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• Golf clothes for him. By lzod,
Grand Slam and Glen Royal.
Assorted styles and colors.
Cotton. $-XXL. Orig. $34-$85,
sale 20.40-$51

1!,PRICE BREAK 26. 99 ,
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• 30% OFF " ~

Charter Club damdigger~ capris and ~dal pu$he(s. . Speedo swimwear for girls 2· 16. Assort~ style$
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Prices, promotions and selection may differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless identified as •an.• Sale prices may include reductiom taken from regular stock, plus
clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Advertised items may not be available in every store. Original, clearance, closeout, and permanently• or just-reduced items
will remain at a reduced price after this event. Some original prices may not have been in effect over the past 90 days. Only, value, Always/Everyday Value, Special Purchase and now prices also will
remain in effect after the event. Always/Everyday Value prices may be lowered as part of a clearance. Clearance, closeout and Special Purchase merchandise is available while supplies last. Always/
Everyday Value items are excluded from all sales, price reductions and coupons. Regular and original prices are offering prices and may not have resulted in adual sales. No mail or phone orders.
Some items may be part of a sale in progress. Extra savings taken off clearance/sale prices. Extra savings and regular/sale prices in effect June 9-20.

Also shop macys.com

*

Executive desk set- just $5
With any $35 men's purchase.
Includes a frame, pencil holder
and notepad holder with paper.
While supplies last.
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Critics charge the Supreme Court
ruling muddied the water and left
perspective Black students and
Continued from F1ont Page
families wondering whether the
enroll more white students and sig- nation's universities and schools
nificantly fewer Black freshmen remain committed to diversity.
this fall, according to figures Consider this, says Ted Shaw, assoreleased by the university. The ciate director-counsel for the
incoming class is the first to be NAACP Legal Defense and
admitted since the U.S. Supreme Educational Fund; the justices
Court. struck down the use of threw out a system that awarded
admissions points based on race.
_extra points to under-represented
University of Michigan admis- minorities but upheld the use of
sions director, Ted Spencer says race to further campus diversity.
confusion over the court decision Shaw welcomed the ruling calling it
last year is partly responsible for a' strong endorsement for affirmathe decline. "African-American stu- tive action. But there's caution in
dents are shying away in significant his assessment. On one hand it's a
numbers," he says. "It's our worst victory; on the other hand the rulfear."
ing's combine impact will force
Spencer's alarm has a familiar universities and schools to abandon
ring. The implementation of anti- rigid systems as they sort through
affirmation-action Proposition 209, applications they annually rec~ve
in 1998 touched off an unprece- from prospective minority students.
den·t~d plummet in Black student
"I don' t think interest has
applications
throughout
the changed, but because of the confusUniversity of California system.
ing ruling and the new application
At U-M, enrollment deposits, the process requiring up to four essays '
best indicator of who will show up there's more apprehension," says
for classes this fall, are down 13 Lucille Burkey, a counselor at King
percent for Black students and up 8 High School in Detroit. "I think the
percent for white students. This essays have a deterrent effect paryear's applications showed a 25 ticularly for minority students who
percent drop among African- have "soft credentials" or have been
Americans.
denied high-level AP courses in
Education officials nationwide underserved secondary schools.
are weighting in on the debate. These kids were short changed in
"This i~ a troubling trend," says elementary and secondary schools,
Lisa Grayson, a senior researcher at now they're being dismissed at the
the U.S. Department of Education. higher education level," Burkey
"Are we seeing a domino effect says.
from Prqp 209," she asks. Michigan
Ballard faces another obstacle.
officials believe confusion and fear Money. "My family can't afford the
are at the center of the debate. tuition. Financial aid will cover

UCR FEAR

only a fraction of the cost. My
mom, a single parent, works two
jobs. She is also supporting my two
brothers." In the fall, Ballard will
attend a community college in
California. She says she knows seve~al other students who will opt for
a closer to home, less costly, less
hostile college experience. "Who
wants to be rejected," she says.
Although U-M pledges to meet
the financial needs of, instate students, low-income students are less
likely to take out loans. Last year 53
percent of the freshman class came
from homes with incomes of more
than $100,000. Spencer says U-M
remains committed to a diverse
campus. "The colleges can still
look for diversity in their entering
classes, but the question is how do
they do that and stay within the
law."
Applications from minority students have dropped 13 percent at
nearby Michigan State University.
Application from Black students
dropped 28 percent at neighborin_g
Ohio State University, where a
point system was replaced by a
comprehensive review similar to UM's following the Supreme Court
decision.
Why Black students are shying
away from some of the nations top
institutions is debatable. Court rulings, a longer application, higher
academic standards, fear of rejection, the economy, all add up to a
chilling effect for minority students
like Shana Ballard. "It's frustrating,
confusing, but mostly heartbreaking," she says.

REAGA~
Continued from Front Page

off' quality. Reagan biographer
Lou Cannon observed: "Often, he
held the reins of power so lightly
that he did not appear to hold them
at all. He kept busy, without taxing
himself. And he was a happy president - pleased with script, his cue
cards and his supporting cast."
Clark Clifford, an adviser to a
long line of Democratic presidents.was more direct, describing Reagan
as "an amiable dunce."
The lavish praise being heapeo
upon Reagan this week ignores his
fiscal legacy. As head of a party that
had come to symbolize fiscal
responsibility - in words, if not
deeds - Reagan entered office with

MEIGS
Continued from Front Page

his family to receive the Urban
League's Family of the Year Award.
When he departed this life on
May 9, 2004, he left to cherish his
memory: his wife of 61 years,
Minyonne Singleton Meigs; seven
children and their spouses, Charles
Jr. (Barbara), Veronica MoITis, John

a federal deficit of less than $1 trillion. But because of Reaganomics,
when he left office, the deficit was
three times larger. He pledged to
reduce the size of government, but
increased it by 200,000 employees.
Reagan presided over the worst
recession
since
the
Great
Depression. He pushed through a
cut in federal taxes but balanced
those cuts on the backs of the poor,
slicing nearly $50 billion from the
budget the first year.
Reagan's determination to overthrow the Sandinista regime in
Nicaragua marked one of his greatest failures. In what was called the
Iran-Contra affair, Reagan authorized the secret sale of arms to Iran
in exchange for the release of kidnapped Americans held in Beirut.
Top administration officials lied to

George E. Curry is editor-inchief of the NNPA News Setvice and
BlackPressUSA.com.
His most
recent book is "The Best of Emerge
Magazine," an anthology published
by Ballantine Books. Curry's weekly radio commentary is syndicated
by Capitol Radio News Service
(301~588-1993). He can be reached
through
his
Web
site,
georgecurry.com.

Vernon, Sr. (Connie), Kenneth Carl,
Minyonne Cumi Newman (Charles),
Reginald William, Sr. (Catherine)
and Charlene Arnette Rone; ten
grandchildren and their spouses,
Charisse Meigs Stewart (Sean),
Aisha Morris Sterling (Jerrell) and
John Morris, Jr., John Meigs Jr.
(Andrea) and Darryl, Olu-Ebube
Meigs , Rev. Charles Vernon
Newman (Lisa) and Brandon,

Lehanna Meigs and Reginald, Jr.;
five great-grandchildren, Shane and
Chasen Stewart, and Briana, Sydney
and Charles Vernon Newman, Jr.;
brother-in-laws, Carl Singleton and
John Hornsby and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and friends. A
grandson, lsong Meigs, a son-inlaw, John Morris, Sr., and siblings
Darnell Meigs, Emma Jackson and
Ida Mae Rice preceded him in death.

Congress about the scheme that
played a part in the GOP losing
control of the Senate in 1986.
As you are deluged with Reagan
platitudes this week, don't be duped
about the real Ronald Reagan.
When they ask if Blacks are better
after eight years of Reagan, adopt
Nancy Reagan's anti-drug slogan:
"Just say no."

The only ,vay to change the past is to

_Change The Future

~
"Community College is changing my llfe."
- Andrea Clark -

Clark is a single mother of four children, completing
uisites for the Crafton Hills College Respiratory
gr
ording to Andrea, when she began attending
ened and many people have been
. h

Ri,1erside Cou11ty
Sl1erifl1 s l)epartJnent
lloh Doyl , Sherifl:.Coroner

........,,.

..., Falllera Day 11ft

Don't Miss
World Renowned Motivational Speaker
end Best Selling Author

Laa Brown
anday June II
In Riverside at the
Sherman Indian High School
9010 M~rioHa Ave
Doon OJHltl at 6:00 p.m.
Tidceta are $1/S and $25
or caH (9091247-391U

Treat your enttre 'family to a ■
rnot1vat1ng message that
will change yo.ur lives for
·
the better!
"
u,...........

_-=-__ . .

World Reriowned Motivational Speakef and Best Selling Author
Les Brown will join Brian Adams. Angela Alexander, and Dwight

Pledger to Wale• Up Your Dream•.
Join Us this Fathen Day, Sunday June ZO at 6:00 p.m.,
Door• open at 6:00 p.m.
Thi• I• tbs chanw to wake up your famllln dreams!

Buy your tickets today at

{909} 247-3954
Wm A Fam,fy Four Pack of ticket s and Take your Entire Family To see Les Brown.
Tell us 1n 100 words or less why your father is the greatest Father ever. We w,11
pick 10 stones and send you fam1hes to this 1nsp1ra11onal event E-mail your
entry today to promotions@blackvoicenews.com by June 15th at 5:00 pm
include your (layt1me ohone number and we'll contac t the w inners.

From yc,ur friends at

The Black Voice News

READY FOR CHANGE
Subscribe & Advertise
909.682.6070

Call the RSO job line: 1888-JOIN RSD or
Visit our website at: www.RiversideSheriff.com

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LIFESTYLES
• Health
The Black Voice News

• I •

• Fitness
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Civil War ~e-Enactment to Coincide with Juneteenth at Lincoln
Memorial Shrine
Li Hear the Sound of
the Muskets
The Black Voice News

REDLANDS
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The firing of black powder muskets
will highlight a Civil War Saturday at
the Lincoln Memorial Shrine on
Saturday, June 19th.
Also called
Juneteenth, the date is celebrated in the
African American community as the
day federal troops brought word of
Abraham Lincoln's Emancipation
Proclamation to liberated slaves in
Texas on June J9, 1865; the last slaves
to receive word.
Participating will a be contingent of
the 5th New York (or Duryee 's)
Zouaves who will perform bayonet
drills as taught in 1861 and answer
questions about the war, weaponry and
the life of soldiers during that time. At
the end of their bayonet drills the
Zouaves will release a volley from their
black powder muskets recreating the

sound and smell common to the Civil
War battlefield. Firings will be at noon,
I p.m. and 2 p.m.
Shrine arms expert Lee . Rutledge
will be in uniform of a "Buffalo S9ldier"
to answer questions about the
Juneteenth celebration and the role of
Black soldiers in the settling of the
West.

The Lincoln Shrine
will open early for the
event at IO a.m. Access,
as always, is free to the
publ ic. The re-enactments will end at 4 p.m.
although the Shrine will
remain open until 5 p.m.
The Lincoln Memorial
Shrine's address is 125
W.
Vine
Street.
Redlands, California. It
is located in Smiley
Park, directly behind
the A.K. Smiley Public
Library.
This will also be the
start of the last week to
view the Shrine's special exhibit of
materials from private collector Mike
Sorenson entitled "California Answers
Lincoln's Call." The exhibit will come
down June 27, 2004.
For more information contact Don
McCue, Head of Special Collections for
the A.K. Smiley Public Library, at (909)
798-7632.

The ABC's of Vitamins
Ernest

LEVISTER, JR.
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

Dear Dr. Levister: I am a fortytwo year old healthy female. I want
to take vitamin Bl2. What are the
abc's on taking the right amount.
J.M.
Dear J.M. It's a confusing and
sometimes frustrating world out
there in vitamin land . Here are
some suggestions for getting the
right amount of vitamin B 12. For
many vitamins, the minimum necessary to avoid disease is well
established. Researchers also have a
good handle on when large amounts
could cause some harm. Much of
the debate, research, and confusion
is about taking the right amount, the

daily dose between the bare minimum and dangerous excess that
could protect you again t heart disease, cancer, and oilier illnesses.
There are three reasons for worrying about your B 12 intake. First, the
digestive tract's capacity for absorbing the vitamin starts to decline at
about age 60. Second, vegetarians
or those of us with meatless leanings may not be getting enough
because it's found naturally only in
foods derived from animals . Third,
B 12, in combination with B6 and
foliate, the natural cousin to folic
acid, may lower homocysteine levels in the blood, and high homocysteine levels have been linked to
heart attack, stroke, memory loss,
and other jlealth proble ms.
But here are three reasons not to
worry: First, you only need a tiny
amount of B 12 -- 2.4 mcg daily -- to
get the recommended daily amount
(RDA). Second, man y breakfast
cereals are fortified with a synthetic

form of 812 that's , more readily
absorbed than the natural form.
Third, B 12 may lower homocysteine levels, but it still hasn't been
shown that lowering levels translates into tangible health benefits.
M y suggestion is, if you're older
than about 50 or a strict vegetarian,
then play it safe by eating a breakfast cereal fortified with vitamin
B 12. A standard multivitamin pill
such as One-A-Day.or Centrum is a
safety net, too. Most multivitamin
contain 100% of the RDA. The evidence for health benefits beyond
that amount is iffy, although the
door isn't closed yet, so keep your
eye out for new results. It's okay to
take a B 12 supple ment, but taking
more then the RDA may be wasting
your money.

For additional information about
African American Health visit the
African American, Health Network

I

•

Everyone knows that when kids go to preschool, they grow up with more self-confidence,
do better in school, and are even more likely to get a good job.
But children aren't the only ones who benefit from preschool. Because studies have
shown that kids who go to preschool are less likely to drop out of school and get into trouble
with the law. They're also less likely to fall behind in class and need special education or other

help. And that's why every dollar spent on preschool now saves us all up to seven dollars on
costs down the road, like crime, special education, and even welfare.

So you see, kids aren't the only ones who benefit from preschool. We all do. •
For more information, call 1-8oo-KIDS-025.

Yoor choice:3
shape ihe,r chances.

f.'1J.lflRST5
L..::lcAL1FoRN1A

at www.aahn.com

orig inal prices o n selected items; styles may vary by store. Shop early for best selection. Brea Mall, G lendale Galleria, Los Cerritos Center, MainPlace/ Santa Ana , Montclair Plaza, Paseo N uevo in Santa Barbara, Santa Anita,
South Coast Plaza, South Bay G alleria, The G alleria at Tyler/ Riverside, The Grove, The Shops at Mission Viejo, Topanga, and Westside Pavilion. Click on nordstrom.com for selected sale items.
•Receive Twice the Rewards oints now throu h June 13 . Excludes N ordstrom Rack. Nordstrom em lo ees are not eli ible for bonus oint romotions .
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at St. Paul in S.B. ·

Rev. Ben lngh-ram to Hold Booksi
Ike Black ½ice News

~:

·

.Black presence in the Bible is
revealed in a mighty way in
From the Garden of Babel.
The Carpenter details and
follows the life of Christ from
· his miraculous conception and
birth to his horrendous death
to his wonderful resurrection. .
The story is told.
Rev. Inghram's father, Ben

SAN BERNARDINO

In 1945 the Tri County
Newspaper
featured Ben
Inghram returning home from
World War II. That was years
before he began pastoring
Bethel AME Church, Barstow.
On June 24, 2004 after the
Men's Day Service at St. Paul
AME in San Bernardino. Rev.
Inghram will sign two of his
books: From the Garden of
Babel and The Carpenter,
using the King James Version
and the guidance and direction
of the Holy Spirit.
It was during the military
experience in World War II
that he had an opportunity to
visit the motherland (Africa).
His biblical experience has
encouraged him to look at the
scriptures for the people from
whom he descends.
The

Inghram, was .one of the
important fou nders of the
AME church
. Lay
Organization and he will be
signing books at the Southern
California Conference Lay
Convention this weekend at
St. Paul AME Church.

Manual Scott, Jr. in Revival at Te·mple
Missionary Baptist Church
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Manual Scott, Jr. will be
conducting a revival at
Temple Missionary Baptist
Church on Tuesday, June 22

through Thursday, June 24,
2004. The ryvival begins at
6:30 PM each evening. The
church is located at 1583 W.
Union Street, San Bernardino,
CA. All are welcome.

Rev. Ben Inghram

The Ultimate in Gospel Music ·

Bethel A.M.E. Church Women's Day

presents

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- f riday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570
We ""Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry
Bishop Vashti M. McKenzie

Bishop Vashti M.
McKenzie - Guest
Speaker
The Black V.-,ice News

SAN DIEGO

"The Spirit of the Lord is Upon
Me" (Luke 4:18) is the theme for
the Annual Women's Day
Celebration in San Diego at Bethel •
A.M.E. Church on Sunday, June
13, 2004 during the 7:45 a.m. and
11 :00 a.m. worship services.
Bishop Vashti M. McKenzie, the
117th elected and consecrated bishop of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, 18th Episcopal
District, is the guest speaker. Her
district comprises of Botswana,
Lesotho,
Mozambique
and
Swaziland in Southern Africa.
Bishop McKenzie recently served
as pastor of Payne Memorial
A.M.E. Church in Baltimore,
Maryland. This author and
involved and committed mother of
thre,e is married to former NBA.star
Stan McKenzie and is a trailblazer
of women in ministry. She has trav-

eled to the far comers of the globe,
from the stage of the Democratic
National Convention in 1996 to
locations throughout Europe,
Africa and the Caribbean.
The chair and co-chair of this
event is Sonja Reid (619-264-6776)
and Chandra Reid, respectively;
and Senior Pastor is Rev. Dr. C.
Dennis Williams (619-232-0510).

Services
Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Thursday 11 :00am

Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

1672 Palm Ave .. High land , CA 92346

909.425.2615
,or

1 f, 11

\ f 'l

•
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Tbe Cburcb HELL Didr,'t Waot To See Happeol

Advertise in the Black Music Month Special

-'Z'~7~A_/

Z)~~

SALUTING GOSPEL

M·us1c

Randy D. Triplett
Pastor & Founder
District Elder

Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm ·
Sunday PM Service 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

6S3-8631 Office • 6Sl-8634 Pastor
6S3-8680 FAX
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

Edited by Dr. Daniel Walker
Director, Center for History, Media & the Arts
Call Regina Brown

909/682-6070
to reserve your space today!

2004 Rummage Sale
With

SHEPHERD'S

Gospel Time
Sunday 1 :00 pm

1570 AM
for

Advertisement cal I
or~ Dorothy
Shepherd

(909) 5977134 .

Evangelist Vera
Brown Sisler

1

Heard on
KPRO Radio
1570 AM Radio
Mondays 7:45 a.m.

May 7th & 8th
Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. & Saturday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
First Congregation Church
3041 N. Sierra Way
San Bernardino 92405

1,000 of items shades
available treasure
table. Silent Auction
that closes at 1 p.m,
on Saturday .

Musician/Pianist Needed

Life Church Of God In Christ
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Ri verside, CA 92509
Toll Free No. (877) 684-Life-Fax No. (909) 684-8117
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org
"Celebrating 16 Years of Ministry"
Church Mouo: TRY GREAT THI NGS FOR GOD,
,EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD!

Pastor Ron and Lavette Gibson

•Preacher •reacher Conference ' Speaker
To order Tapes:
http1/netministries.org/see/charmin/cm07374
e-mail:faithful199714@cs.com
Phone: 909-352-3301 Fax:'909-352-3301

· SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Plan Now to Attend!

Seeking church. pianist/Choir Director.
Call (909) 686-0702.

WE'RE MOVING..
San Bernardino Christian Centre
From 1808 Commerce Center Way,
Ste. B • San Bernardino
To
The Centre at Highland
1672 Palm Ave. • Highland
First Service: March 28, 2004 10:30 a.m.
For more information 909-890-1420

Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'l

WEDNESDAY

(Every Jg1 and 3rd)

,

Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am

Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast

SUNDAY

BIBLE STUDY:
7:00pm
WORSHIP SERVICES: San,. 9:45am, 11:30am, 6pm
(Cla1-ses for all Ages)
CHJLDREN'S CHURCH: 9:45A.M.
COOL CHURCH: ·
12 NOON (oka Youlh Church) ERm.AY
FELLOWSHJP SERVICES: 7:30pm.
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm

15854 Carter Street • Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 1·119, Fontana, CA 92334

Services

Join us on Mother's Day
Sunday, May 9, 2004, 6:00 P.M.
Guest 'Speaker: Dr. Morris Cerullo

Dr. D.C. Nosakhere

Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun
Thomas
8:30 am
Senior Apostle
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
(Preschool through 3rd Grade) ~ Call (909) 684-3639 to register and for more info.
Our "LMNG IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY"· television broadcast airs weekly on
DirecTV-The Word Network PSJ' every Sunday-2:30pm, and Tuesday-2pm and on The
Church Channel on Saturday at 6:30pm.
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting with a cutting edge message for all!
Come to Life~ 1T WILL CHANGE YOURS!

''
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New Joy Baptist Church

The Book of Acts

Second Baptist Church

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 924 10
thebookofacts@earthlink.net

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088

9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
. · Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

R, I /'<111/ \
Jl1111/t11d..\1. /)u .

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N. State Street / PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, C4 92510
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service

9:00 am
10:30 am

Prayer Tuesday
IO:OOam
Thursday
5:30 pm
Friday
10:00 am
Bible Study Wed.
5:30 pm
Apostle Harvey Jones Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:45 am
(909)
Sunday Worship
11 :00 am
T.V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 nt 5:00 pm

884-8241

Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

7:00 pm

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
15 J8 Williams Street • Banning, CA 92220
Weekly Services
Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches)
Praise & Worship
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night

Every I st Sunday Communion after 11:00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - IO am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

Alpha &Associates Christian Center
Services inside Holiday Inn S elect

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553
(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-4877-Fax

Bible Study
Worship Service

9:45 am
11 :00 am
Pastora Cranston C Anderson
WED. & THURS.
a Earnestine Poole-Anderson
Prayer Line
7 :00 pm

LITILE ZION MlssIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

8:00am

........--..:.2276 N. Medical Center Dr., San Bernitrdino, CA 92411

(909) 864-ll8 I or 730=9325
www.coronacomame.org

7:00 pm

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church
WED.

SUN.

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA
(909) 359-0203
Weekly Services

Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9:00 a.~.
Sunday Education
10:00 a .m .
Morning Worship
11: 15 a.m.

Sunday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults only)
Classes
9 :00 a.m .
10:00 a.m .
Worship
Children's Church
(Available)
11:30 a .m .
Tues. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies

Youth Ministry
Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

A Ministry of Excellence
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7 :30 pm

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Va lley• Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420-4184

(909} 276-8374

L acy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/reacher

9:15 am
9:15 am
11 :00 am Marc K. Woodson
4:30 pm
Senior Pastor

Sunday Service., ,
Sunday School
Wedne:,day Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 92518
909/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org
Sunday Seniices: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.
CROSSWOR D C HRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCHTM is a biblically-based

church that is personal, practical and purposeful.

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES
One Church ~ Two Locations
•~ Church in the Community for the Community"
Malling Address ,., P.O. Box 5390 Riverside, CA 92517
www.cathedralofpratsechurch.org

7:00 pm

Trinity Baptist Church

Sun. School
Sun. New Members Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Thursday

The Tabernacle ~ Rialto Campus
1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

12 noon

Wednesday

7:00 p.m.

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

BIBLE STUDY
Rev. Anthony Hughes

THE HARVEST MINisTRIES
with
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
Heard on
KPRO Inspirational Radio
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM
- - Comm unity Services - Revivals • Guest Speaker
Wedding • Christian Counseling
Funerals • Veterans Service

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worsh ip 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00p.m.
Timrsday Bibel Revival
7:00 p.m.
Daily "'Morning Glory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
10:()().12 noon

Bro. James Moore

CaJI 909-943-2236

Imani Temple Christian ·Fellowship
510 West Monterey Ave. , Pombna, CA 91 768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
email@imanitemple.n e t

Sunday 9 :00 • 9 :50 a .m.
Sunday 1O:OO a.m.

KPRO RADIO 1570 A M · WED. 2:00
P.M. • SAT. 5:45 P.M.

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

WEEKLY SERVICES

Tuesday 7:00 p.m .
T hursday 7 :00 p .m .

Rev. Jelani Kafela

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service

New Century Baptist
Church · ·
5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

Weekly Services
9:30 am
11 :00 am

Dr. Clyde and
Barbara Casslmy

Sunday School
9:30 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7: 15 pm

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

Elder K.L. Campbell
Pastor/Teacher

Moreno Valley Mission CME
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland Unity Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Mt. Moriah Baptisl
Parky\venue Baptist Church
Toe Living Word Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church
New Vision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Center
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBCBaptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptisl
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Churchof Love

& Josephin e Lenoir

lfoUSc OF PRAYER .
'REFORMATION CHURCH
Invites You to Worship God With Us at S ugar Hill
Schoo l 24455 Old Countr y Rd., M oreno Valley on
Sundays 10:30a.m. thru 12:30p.m.
P astor John W. T homas &
First L ad y E vang. Erzel Th o m as
909 680 - 2044

"Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the believ-

Pastor Najuma
Smith

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLEY
African Methodist Episcopal Church
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
Website: graceoftemeculavallyamechurch.org

7:45 a.m. Morning Worship
9:30 a.m. Victorious Living Classes
11:15 a.m. High Time Celebration
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship

ers."
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
I 1:00 a.rn.
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues.
12:30 pm
M id Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m.

5:00 pm
?:OO pm

Rev. & Mrs. Julio
A.Andujo

Showers
of Blessings r
Christian Center

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

Sunday 1O a .m·.

James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunda y Worship 8 :00 & 11:00 a .m.
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 7 p.m.
Thursda y
12 noon

25400 A lessandro Blvd. S uite 6
Moreno VaJ ley, CA 92553
(909) 485-6993

Service Schedule

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

(909) 352-4538 • FAX

Pastor Iris Hailu

COGIC

(909) 381-2662

'The Healing Place"
5860 Arlington Avenue
Rive rside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 • OFFICE

ORDER OF SERVICES

Bible Study
Wednesday@ 7:00 P.M.

HOLY LAND

Amos Temple CME

"An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters D r.
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

Praise Service
Sunday 9:30 A.M.

Schedule of Worship Service
s·unday School
9:30AM
Sunday Mqming Worship 11 :OOAM
Sunday Night Service
7:00PM

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

PRAYER MEETING

Pastor Gwen Rose
Senior Pastor

1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
I 0:45 a.m.

The Tent ~ Riverside Campus
2591 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

Radio Mlnlstl)!
Harvest of Praise
KPRO 1570 AM
Sunday @ 7:00 PM
Wednesday @ 6:00 AM

New Beginnings
Community Baptist
Church

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

7:00 pm

Overseer - Visionary

Family Ministry Night
Wednesday @ 7:00 P.M.

7 :00 pm

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9~0 l
"A church where everybody is somebody"
S UNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Service

Craig W. Johnson, Th.D.

Sunday Worship Experience
Celestial Praise
8:00 A.M.
Pentecostal Praise 10:30 A.M.

9:45 am
9:45 am
8:00 am
11 :15 am

Bethel AME Church

9:30 am

Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes

Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change

11 :00 nm
9:30 am
10:00 am

2261 2 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
"A church where everybody i s somebody"
Weekly Services

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

8:00 am
11:00 am

"Let the Healing Begin"

CROSSWORD

Weekly Services

' Straight From The Bible Ministries

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

School of Ministry 6 :30 - 8 :30 p .m .

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™
remember the Cross ... focus on the WonJTM

Reverends John and
Shermella Egson

12:00 n oon

6 :00 - 8:00 p.m .

4009 Locust (at I0th St.)
Riverside, CA 9250 I
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

M e n 's M inistry

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

6:30 • 8:30 p.m.

FIRST SAT.

TUES.

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Women's Ministry

MON.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 780-4829
Weekly Services

SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youth Service 5:00 pm
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

(909) 887-2813

The Rev. Noella Austin
Buchanan
Pastor

locC1tio11 TBA

Good News
Community Church

Masterlife Institute
Worship Service
lmani Village
Childcens C hurch
Man4mation/Women
Seeking C hrist Study
Bible Stud y

7:45 pm

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

SUNDAY

: Sunday School
Wednes~ay
, Bible Study

7:00 pm

Bible Study

"Second ir) Name, Fjrst in Love"

Weekly Services

Weekly Services

7:30 am
9 :00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

Prayer Services

( 112 Block South•of Ontario Ave.)

Wednesday Bible Study

Sunday
Worship Services

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

Pastor Andre &
Glendalee
Jackson

www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E -MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

Wednesday Services

Corona Communit)
Ajl.E. Church

Sunday Worship ·,.

9:30 am
11 :00 am
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

~ : (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564

Weekly Services

Weekly Services

Pastor Eullas J. &
Evang. Monica
James

Thursday, June 10, 2004

Pastor K.L Campbell
and Pa storShaun

10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
(760) 948-6568

• Whose ver will, let him co111e!
"All are Welcome 1 '
Sunday School
,9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study
7:30 p.m.

OUR MISSION STATEME T:
"To enjoy God together mid share H im with
Others "

10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 KansasAvenue
I8991 Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
9191Colorado Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(909) 812-3509
(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115
(909) 682-98 IO
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782
(909) 788-9218

18461Mariposa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92508

(909) 687-7454

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Carter Street
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. IOt
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

Fon1ana, CA92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 924 I0
Redlands, CA92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

Rev. Larry E. Campbell
Pastor

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knoo, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Charnbers,.Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
Pastor F.D. Bullock

R~. J. Dwight Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell
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Barry Black Joins Kansas SDA Church Celebrating Armed Forces Day
The B{ack Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Cheryl Brown

Barry Black, the first African
American to serve as the
Chaplain for the Senate,
rocked Kansas Ave. Seventh
Day Adventist Church for the
10th Annual Armed Forces
Day celebration just one week
before Memorial Day. He is
the nation's 67th Chaplain.
Through many handclaps of
approval, call and response,
and audience. standing up to
give echo to his message,. the
overflowing
congregation
demonstratively showed they
enjoyed every bit of his message. They didn't look at their
watches because they came to
hear the word of God. If they
did Black merely mentioning it
made them feel it wasn't the
right thing to do. "Not at
,church; when you go to a
sporting function, you never
look at what time it is, 11 he said
to the crowd.
People came from miles to
hear this prolific down to earth
man, who prays without ceasing for our country's leadership. Introduced as the Sr.
Pastor of the leaders of our
government, Black says that he
prays for them and with them
and he holds prayer
meetings five
days

Ken Jones, Founder and Vice President of the White Coat Association, a group of Adventist conscientious objectors who volunteered after being "drafte~ (Korean War) into the Army to become medical
guinea pigs. Receiving eagles, metals and certificates were Larry Alexander, David Tom Brown and William OF. Doles, of Kansas Ave SDA. Receiving eagles with outstretched wings were Merlin Neff, Fredrick Morgan, and Alfred Lane. Margaret Skeeter Slater received an eagle with closed wings In memory of the work of her late
husband Wendell. The church celebrates Memorial Day with the Eagle that is awarded for service above and beyond the call of duty to America.

a

week
in the
Senate.
"It is
important
to have a
newspaper
in one had and a
· Bible in the other, 11 said Black
as he referred to headline incidents. ·As he told of the headlines, the concern of terror
attacks that will make 9-11
look like a Sabbath School picnic, he said with all of this is
there a word from the ·Lord?
The word was from Proverbs
16. "No matter how many
times you take a good man or
wom<;tn down, they can get up
again. All who live Godly will
suffer," he said. He also spoke

was

a
native
tongue
in
his

(right photo) U.S. Chaplain Barry Black (center photo) Kansas Ave. SDA SIient Praise group signed to "I'm Glad To Be An American. (left photo) Pastor Jesse
WIison

of his start. He said that Calvifl.
Rock had just preached, "I was
born again and ready to go to

Margaret "Skeeter" Slater accepted an award In memory of her
husband.The ceremony left few with dry eyes.

community
and something happened when
he stubbed his toe at a camping
outing. He had just talked to
some students about the language they were using, when
he hit his foot he Said word
that he didn't know where they
came from. "We Christians
walk around like we never
committed a sin. If you are a
Christian you will fall, but God
will forgive you 7 times 7 the
Scriptures say."

translation." But his prior bad
life was just about to catch up
with him. He said profanity

Richard Howard, Chair of the Kansas Ave SOA Armed Forces Committee.

'

Bill H~we, Frank Benjamin present the community service Eagle to Gerald
Cordier, and his wife Halle for his work in providing the Sabbath keeping SDA
youth with an opportunity to play in a Soccer.Most leagues play on Saturday.
the Cordiers began with 14 youth and now the league has grown to 500.
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Ex-Raider Montgomery Inspires Students in San Bernar.dino
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Lance E. _Ott
San Gorgonio High School

Tyrone Montgomery who
:played for the Oakland Raiders
, and Los Angeles Rams is now
:giving back to the community by
: serving as an intervention spe: cialist for the San Bernardino
: City Unified School District.
, The · students
at
San
:Bernardino High School may be
;too
young
to
remember
Montgomery on the foot,ball

...
.•

Photo by Jon Gaede
Tyrone Montgomery - Former Raider
and "Intervention Specialist" at San
Bernardino High School.

field, however, they have had the
opportunity to receive his guidance and wisdom on their campus.
· Montgomery's football career
began at the University of
Mississippi, he ran track as well.
He was drafted by the NFL and
played four seasons for the Los
Angeles and Oakland Raiders
,. and a brief stint with the Los
1
Angeles Rams.
I found Montgomery ~o be
polite and respectful, I asked him
a few questions about his career
as a player and the career lie is

pursuing now.
When asked
about the sports he played in high
school and college, his response
was "track, football, and basketball for Greenville High in
Mississippi." He played point
guard for the basketball team and
kicker, running back, and wide
receiver for the football team.
·Montgomery is one of the very
few NFL players to have earned a
college degree. As the interview
proceeded, Mr. Montgomery
related the value of academic
success. In regards to the importance of academic success he

said, "Oh yes, it was very impor- his greatest sports memories
tant to me, in' fact I majored in were his All-American years in
sociology." Mc,ntgomery . stated high school competing in track,
that he had brothers that played football, and basketball. The last
for the Raiders with him. They question I asked was how has the
also played for the Phil'ade~phia NFL supported athletes like him
Eagles and the Kansas City as voices in our school district,
Chiefs.
He added that he and how he connects wiili high
admired everyone he played school kids? He replied saying
with, especially Bo Jackson, Joe "only a certain amount of people
Montana, and Emmitt Smith. • could accomplish the things I' ve
"Some of my fondest, memories done." He said to connect with
come from , games against the the kids you just have to be able
Broncos, Jets, and San Diego to "relate, understand their probChargers."
lems, practice what you preach
Montgomery said that some of and above all, win their trust."

I'll Take Manhattan

I

Beach Volleyball's Best Compete for Prestige and Points
defeated and ended · the 90
match winning streak of May
and Walsh and are Manhattan's
"Queens of the Beach." This
win was extra special for Holly
as her husband who is former ·
Shaquille O'Neil .agent a nd
AVP commissioner Leonard
,Armato.
In the men's draw, volleyball
legend and former UCLA great
Photo by Tony Dos Remed ios

Sydney " Gold Medallst" Dain Blanton extends for a sand save.

~

AVP on the road

toward Olympic
Games in Athens
The Black Voice Ne;sANHATTAN BEACH

The Professional Vo lleyball

Tour (AVP) makes its annual
west coast swing and arrives at
the "Mecca" of the spoi:_t,
Manhattan Beach.
Some
25,000 fans, Fox Sports, NBC,
Sports lliustrated and "DIG:
magazine (The SI of !fie sport)
make the journey to cover the
dynamic athletes and ·fier ce
competition.
As in any sport, fans have
their favorites. The women 's
bracket has been dominated all
year by the team of Misty May
Kerri Walsh. The pair have
won 90 straight matches and
have earned enough points to
be the leading team at , the
Athens games. The team of
Jenny Johnson Jordan (daughter of former Olympian Rafer
Johnson and Annette Davis)
are playing well and have
begun to capture some of the
form that propelled them into
the 2000 Olympic Games in
Sydney.
The men have had a variety
of winning teams this year.
The duo of former Olympic
gold medalist Dain Blanton
a nd his new partner Jeff
Nygaard have earned enough
tour points to virtually lock

their position as qualifiers for
Athens. Some may remember
that Dain Blanton (one of the
few African Americans in the
sport) and his former partner
Eric Fanoimoana, who were
not expected to win a medal in
Sydney, won the gold with a
fle urish . UnfQrtunately, due-to
·
time zones and NBC priorities,

the final was not seen live in
the U.S.
The title at Manhattan is
much coveted by the players.
Upon winning, he team has
their names immortalized on a
special medallion which is permanently drilled into the pier.
The veteran -duo of Holly ,

Karch Kiraly (age 43) teamed
with partner Mike Lambert to
win his 145th career match.
Kiraly has enjoyed special
longev ity on the tour and is
considered an -extremely tough
competitor as · well as the
ambassador of the sport. Next
week it' s on to San Diego as
~e march toward Athens continues.

McPeak and Elain Youngs

and

Photo by Jon Gaede
· Jenny Johnson Jordan defends as Holly McPeak soars above the net at
Manhattan Beach.

Red Ho
One Ticket, Five Games, 15 Chances to Wini
With The California Lottery's Red Hot and Blue 7's
S cratchers, Bling Bling has never looked so good.
You can win up to $77,000 on one ticket!

Look for the ticket that sparkles and shines.
One ticket, five games, 15 chances to win. There
are over $17.2 Million in prizes of $100 or more. With
The California Lottery's metallic Red Hot and Blue 7's
Scratchers, you don't have to be rich to get your
hands on some Bling Bling.

Photo by Bdin Tansopon

Rachel Wacholder digs one out on the main court.
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RPU Installs Solar Panels on Rehabilitated Oak Tree Apartments
Tbe Black Voice Mews
RIVERSIDE

A 40-kilowatt. solar photovoltaic (PV) generation system
installed by the City of Riyerside
Public Utilities (RPU) on the
roof of the newly rehabilitated
Oak Tree Apartments is on-line
and a~sisting low-income tenants.
Following the same innovative, nationally acclaimed
approach successfully used in
2003 to revive the Autumn
Ridge Apartments in Riverside,
the utility collaborated with ·the
non-profit Riverside Housing
and Development Corporation
(RHDC) to revitalize the 51u nit, three-story Oak Tree
Apartments.
When RHDC acquired the
bank-owned
Oak
Tree
Apartments in 1996, only eight
of the 51 units were occupied.
RHDC renovated the property
by doing interior and exterior
painting, landscaping and open
space improvements, then put
strong onsite management personnel in place.
In conjunction with this effort,
Riverside Public Utilities used
public benefits funds to procure
and install a rooftop mounted
photovoltaic power system for
the common areas and managers
units of the apartment building.
The PV system reduces operating costs; which RHDC passes
through as a lease credit to assist
low-income tenants.
RPU Deputy Director David
Wright said, "This type of project provides more affordable
housing for the residents, uses
renewable Green Power solar
energy that reduces tons of air
pollutants over the 25- to 30-

year life span of the PV system,
improves the neighborhood and
beautifies Riverside."
RHDC Executive Director
Bruce Kulpa said, "The Oak
·Tree Apartments are now a
showcase for community pride
in a previously troubled neighborhood. Following the Oak
Tree's revitalization, numerous
other properties in the neighborhood have also invested in significant
renovations
and
improvements that have helped
change the perception and reputation of the neighborhood."
Riverside Public Utilities now
has four solar PV generation sta-

tions online producing 410-kW
and 10 other PV stations
approved for or in construction.
For -more information about
the Oak Tree Apartments and
Riverside Public Utilittes' other
PV generation stations, visit
riversidepublicutilities .com or
contact RPU Programs and
Services at (909) 826-5485.
Riverside Public Utilities is a
consumer-owned water and
electric utility ·that serves over
100,000 electric and 60,000
water customers within the City
of Riverside.

Mow Down Air Pollution
Electric Lawn Mower Exchange
Events to be held
rain or shine!
Saturday- Mav 15
Diamond Stadium
500. Diamond Dr.

3Dates only! 7 a.m. until sold out
Saturday - Mav 22

Saturday- J■na 12

Verizon Wireless Amphitheater
& Wild RIVers Water Park

Holtvwood Pait

8808 Irvine Center Dr.
Irvine

Lake Elsinore

1050 S. Prairie Ave.
Inglewood

Turn in your operable, old tired, smoke belching
gasoline-powered lawn mower and purchase
a new Neuton™ 24 volt cordless rechargeable
electric mulching mower on the spot for only $100.
Limit one mower per residence. Must be able to
show proof of residence in South Coast Air Quality
Management District (all of Orange County, and
major portions of Los Angeles, San Bernardino,
and Riverside counties).

Price: $100
Includes sales tax.
Cash, check & major cre~it cards accepted.
Limit 1.000 total mowers at each event. First
come, first served!
For details:
(888) 425-6247/www.aqmd.gov.
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Any warranties on the electric mower are limited
to those provided by the manufacturer.
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Supporting organizations: Neuton™, California Speedway, Lake Elsinore Storm Professional Baseball Team, City of
Lake Elsinore. Verizon Wireless Amphitheater & Wild Rivers Water Park, Hollywood Park, City of Inglewood, and
Pick Your Part Auto Wrecking.
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·~leaning the Air that We Breathe...

It's not every day a neighbor helps you buy a house. rQr something like th is to happen , it takes a little Magic. At Washington Mutual,
we've teamed up with Earvin "Magic" Johnson, founder and CEO of the Johnson Development Corporation, ~o help make
.,your dreams of horn~ ownership a reality. We're building home loan centers right in your neighborhood and staffing them
"

With loan consultants hired from within the community. This means we can look at your situation using our own flexible
guidelines, lending programs and educational tools to help you get approved. So if you're in the market for a home loan,
stop by your neighborhood Washington Mutual Home Loan Center. Because getting approved is a lot close r than you think.

■ Washington Mutual
HOME lOAN CENTERS

1-800-906-9268

JOHNSON
DEVELOPMENTCORPORATION

4937 W. Slauson • 1810 W. Slauson • 4401 Crenshaw Ave.

Equal f-louSlng Lendlll. ~ subject to c hange. Celtain reatriCtlOns apply. We have loan offices and accept applications in: W-.ngton Mutual Bank FA - many statee; Washington Mutual B1111k - ID, OR, UT, Wk. Washington Mutual Bank fsb • ID, MT, UT.

~
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Eyes &Ears of Moreno Valley
By Juanita Barnes

This again has been a very
busy week, out what an awesome time we have had with old
friends and new friends. There
is always a but. Everything in
nature is reborn within the circle of life and shines with hope
and gladness anew.
Hello Moreno Valley,
Saturday and Sunday w as
great in our fair city. We had two
people here that are very dear to
me, Rev. James Meyer and
Louise Hardy, honored at a dinner given in the home of M s.
Adrienne Hardy with the help of
her brothers and sisters. Her sister, Carmen, wasn ' t feeling well
due to some minor surgery, but
was there in support. A great
time was had by all. There was
plenty of food and fellowship.
On Sunday the program
"Family and Friends Praying and
Staying Together" Joshua 24:15
was such a blessed time . Pastor
Hardy gave words of expression
and Pastor C. Green of Glen
Valley gave the spoken word.
The M . C. of the hour was Sis
Wanda Muswa. This w as
founder 's day. The founder's are
the Hardy Family. God called
Rev. a nd sister H ardy to
Mississippi to start a church and
they have done that. H e spoke of
starting another church there. I

know if his preaching doesn't get
them sister Hardy's singing will
wish them God's speed.
Well Moreno Valley I have
some thing's coming in the near
future that I feel will help us to
come together as a city, but again
we must want to embrace our differences. Do you realize that we
are being watched to see how we
do things. We are role models for
other cities. Let's support one
another, this is our home. No one
can make it better but us. To our
young people, stay in school. It
m ay not seem as though it is the
thing to do, but you will not
always be young . You will grow
up. You are my future and I know
you h ave some awesome minds.
Be Blessed
J.B .

Email address:
moval@aol. com

June 12, 7:00 p.m., La Sierra
University will host a dinner honoring Barry C. Black, Chaplain, U.S.
Senate and Shoshana N. Johnson,
Former PO W, Operation Iraqi
Freedom at the Victoria Club in

June 13, 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm, St.
Paul AME Church of San
Bernardino, will host their Sixth
Annual Charles Brooks Scholarship
Banquet, honoring the High School
Graduates of 2004. The program
includes dinner and an awards ceremony. The program will be held at
al the National Orange Show Events
Center, 689 South E, Street, San
Bernardino. For more information
call (909) 887- 17 I 8.
June 26, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., the
Whitney Young Family Health
Center will conduct its 4th annual
"Fun-in-the-Sun" Health Fair at
1755 Maple, San Bernardino. For
more information call (909) 386-

;

•

Riverside. For more information
contact Ralph Martinez at (909) 7852444.

7600.

mation.

June 26, 2-5 PM, The Jurupa Valley
Democratic Club will be hosting a
Community Candidate Mixer at the
Historic Galleano Winery, 4220
Wineville Road, Mira Loma. The
public is invited to socialize and hear
from local candidates running for
area assembly, congressional and
senatorial districts in the elections.
For information please contact Guy
Harrell (Chairperson) at (909) 5057289 or Harriet Poole (Secretary) at
(909) 784-4440.

SERVICES
Free crisis outreach and resource
referrals to those affected by recent
fires, floods and mudslides.
Redlands-Yucaipa Guidance Clinic
Association, Inc. is providing support services and resource assistance
for those affected in San Bernardino
County. Outreach staff will come
directly to you to speak with you
about your existing needs. Please
call (909) 425-9316 ext. 4117 to set
up an appointment or get more infor-

Parents of children ages 0-5 can
receive free parenting informationon topics including discipline, nutrition, early reading and more.
Provided by ,First 5 California, the
free brochures -- and free puppets -are
available
at
Friendship
Community Youth Center, 25421
Spring St., in Perri s, CA. For more
· information call (909) 443-4404.

JUNETEENTH
CELEBRATIONS

Family Services Association of
Western Riverside County will provide reduced or no cost childcare
services in the Moreno Valley and
surrounding areas. To receive an
enrollment packet, please contact
(909) 779-9784 or (909) 786-3623.

June 19, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m ., The
North Fontana Parade· Committee
and the City of Fontana will present
a Juneteenth Celebration at the
Jessie Turner Center, 6396 Citrus
Avenue, Fontana. For more information call Gloria Smith at (909)
350-7639 or Skeet Strigglers at
(909) 841-3705.

FREE Poetry Contest!
Win
$10,000.00. Enter the International
Open Amateur Poetry Contest for
your chance to win the Grand Prize
of $10,000.00. For more details visit
www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_b/go.ph
p3?45.

th• New v.., - ~
With Healthy Beginning:

Cajon High School ?O's Cruise. All
graduating classes in the 1970's from
Cajon High School are invited to
join them on a cruise beginning
October 17, 2003. For more information contact Charlene at (909)
91 3-0831 or Esther at Ri v~rside
Travel (909) 684-1838.

REUNIONS

PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR!

Be a Lead Safe Family

W.11NTQ111cJ:: CAstt? C11u. TODAY
- 100% flNANC!NG

By joining the:
County of Riverside
Department of Public Health
Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control Program

eyesnearsof -

Calendar of Events
JUNE ·

confidently
and
successfully
approach employers, what to say and
do at an interview to get the job and
how to succeed once on the job at
Moreno Valley Public Library,
25480 Alessandro Blvd Moreno
Valley, CA. The cost is $49 (+5.00
materials fee). Seating is limited.
For information: www.career-successinstitute.com

Thursday, June 10, 2004

Did you know tlrat County ofRiverside
made 235 !tomes safe from lead based paint lrazards in 2002?
Dill yo11 know tlrat tire Department ofPabic H ealth
wallls to make a11otl1er 189 homes safe from lead Hazard by 2005?

-PHA/vA/CO>NSNr!ONAJ. lo,'INS
-Oooo clll!Dn"/BAD Cuorr/CHAl.UN(JJ;D CJ.EDIT
..C.,.S,1 OUT ISQ(JfTY JN YOVJ. ltous&
-Ql'ICIC RBQHAUflC ATION ANll APPl.(JVAI.

MICHELE & MILTON JACKSON

-Dli8T CON50lJDATJON/ hT &. 2t..i> T.D. 1!

BlWKl!R/OWNl!llS

(909) 248-4815
mmrealty@cbarterinternet .com
"1j,,wi 'Full S-..91<aU..tau .f. .41A~ ~ e,,nip,ur'I:
l!C~CI U ) ,000 OQ

To see if you qualify, please call

POI OO't7f'¥PAYkiH'r 01

(909) 358-5050;

CALL TODAY POa.1N1Q!I

CLOfINGCOlrt

Spanish (909) 35.8-7229;
, 11:00 - 5:00 p.m., Job Search 101
for Teens. Workshop focuses on:
Identifying marketable skills sets,
the best source for job leads, how to

or (800) 655-1812
Program made possible through a grant from the

SHA NU. TON & NICHBJ.B (NINA) JACKSON

U.S. Department ofHousing and Urban Development

l,OAN EXl!CUT IVES

FOR SOME GREAT ENERGY SAVINGS,
VISIT ANY OF THE STORES BELOW.
Retailers featured as Flex Your Power partners agree to
train their sales associates to sell ENERGY STAR
qualified products and to promote energy efficiency
awareness. For more information, visit www lypower ocg.

Best Buy
www.bestbuy.com
The Home Depot
www.homedepot.com/energy
Lowe's
www.lowes.com
SEARS
www.sears.com
Carters Appliance
Fontana

Every Drop Counts

909-822-8011

R emem ber whe n water was precious?

Empire Maytag Home Appliance Center
San Bernardino

909-889-7800

Whe n every drop m attered ? By using
ENERGY STAR® qualified appliances,
you ' re saving both ene rgy and water
w hile helping protect our natural
resources. In fact, the water you save
from using some e ne rgy-efficient
appliances is mo re than what an
average person drinks in a lifetime !

Furniture and Appliance Outlet
Barstow

760-256-2832
Harlow's Kitchen Concepts
San Bernardino

909· 796-0264
La Canasta
Fontana

909-355-2900
La Canasta
San Bernardino

909-386· 7 411

For more inform a tion on how to save
energy and water, visit our website at
www.fypower.or:g. Or visit any of the
retailers carrying energy -efficient
products listed on this ad and see
how you can make every drop count.

Flex

rour

,~

·row.ERT

•

l#~l#d4iMil

Flex Your Power is funded by California ratepayers under the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission.

Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community

BUSINESS
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All Lenders Are Not Created Equal
The Black Voice News

credit score) to give you
100% financing. So what happens if you have the ability to
pay for a loan but your score
is not that high, what do you
do?
The answer is simple, find
another bank. Here is the
problem with finding another
bank, which bank do you go
to? Well that is where a broker
comes in. Now when I talk

RIVERSIDE

By Joshua Beauchamp
Have you ever been turned
down for a loan? Now if you
are determined to still get a
loan have you ever found
someone that told you yes?
How is it that if a bank is in
th e business to take your

you what is so different about advantage over the bank
because of their ability to
them.
A broker that is experienced jump from bank to bank let
can find many different ways me tell you why not all broto
help
their
clients. kers are created equal. I can
Remember when I gave you sum it up in two words,
the example of l 00% financ- HARD WORK. See success
ing at a 700 FICO? Well some only comes before work in the
banks are l 00% financing at dictionary, and as you know
680, 660, 640 , or even 620 most people want the check
FICO. So how do you find but they don't want to do the
these banks? Many times you work. Well me too, but since
cannot because these bank are that is not how life works I
not open to the public (called might as well do my job.
a retail bank) but rather are
available only to brokers
(called a wholesale bank.)
MORTll
Now you are beginning see
that the broker has a real

money that one will say yes
and the other will not?
about a broker there are many
Well to answer these quesdifferent kinds of brokers and
tions first we must understand
their skills all vary according
together the differences
to their depth of understandbetween a bank and a broker.
ing of how to play the game,
A bank lends their own
but assuming you have an
money so they set their own
outstanding broker let me tell
rules. A broker goes to the
bank and follows their rules.
Now on the surface it would
seem that the bank has the
advantage, but this is far from
the truth. The real advantage
of being a broker is that if one
bank can't help you the next
bank may be able to.
Let me explain this a little Has God blessed you? Why not pass the blessing on to
further for you. Any bank, no People who ned you most. Our Children. Children are a
matter how flexible they are, heritage from the Lord. Let us treat them as such by procan only do so many different viding loving care and happy homes.
kinds of loans until all their
Foster Parents Are Monthly Compensated
options are exhausted. Now
when this happens the bank
To learn how you can become a Foster Parent call:
then tells you that you are
declined for a loan. So now
Guardians of Love Foster Family Agency
what? Well you have to go to
another bank and this may
•
happen to you over and over
(909) 383-5088
again. As an example many
(Rev. Ralph E. Butler -CEO)
banks when stating your
Payment Rates
income (stated income ;;:: no
AGE OF PLACEMENT:
0-4 5-8
9-1 1 12-14 15-18
taxes or pay stubs required) FOSTER PARENT PAYMENT: $624 $660 $689 $843 $890
need a 700 FICO (FICO ;;:: L.::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~.J

--------------------''Become
A Foster
Parent''

I encourage you to call a
few
banks
and brokers
in your area
and see who
really
can
help you. Oh
and when you
do this make
Large Sekdlon of2004 lincoln/Mercury,
sure that they
Vollcswogffl Ca,iAVAILABLE NOW
can't just help
• /1/(JWQatcf
• ~vseerle'
• VWPQYtltl
•· ts
you but they
• VWJelW
• AWdl'GII
• !t'lf{io(f
also
really
• rcw»Cilr
•
vw·r~,~
care.
• Gf,md Mt»1fUl.5

.----------- ------,
The Perfect Match

• Mcffleri!'f

• Siiile

(o~ WiJ}(eMrocfiEN
Safes C:o,,nr/m111t

• MOlKll'.cliitffl

"the matchmak.,...

ER.

Ct.>(f: 9o9-DN.21H

" --ea)
lkfflr'V/Wf
.• .
t.,,,,;,11.,
I
~e~...c•~

800~237·811S

4i' ~ , . . ,

~frMW..y1m~vw.com

t'Aariff,# !ie,,t:kr

FREEWAYe••

-.· r,Jttl~
Ft«:lllly (l',utend,
OT~ln.
Cnlulni, ~ )

57(.}Ei!st tllgtifalfld Ave.
~ ~'1.oll<lfnO. (

,t,

(~] 882-2943

Is your property

Fxt. 1so

giving you

a headache?
Are yml ready
to make a move!
Call US!
888-365-5934
We buy and s ell
real estaie with
fast dosi,igs.
We manage propenies.

Lt.wOOia: '--'-

Cecilia I, Onunkwo
r ,:ut11 •~ L..-, w , l',t"t ~c-t1-1t f lt,11,•,~•
1,•~if,u1I A{q,'prt1( r,i ~

Dfl'llftt,CflfldCuskldy, DAAtlJ<>ii!.
<hlld ~pJXJrt • ~co 111:c.t:IE'flh
!illp & FA11 • DOfl Bit=.
t:».'Ofc"1 by Agr@l'l1lenl

1-..c....,1~.......1

----

FREE Initial Consultation

./FU/-' \1) J>Nof•Ff<F)
_",/: N\ I ( /: .\

909-476•3585

---

)400 lftl~ llmi,lrt $1'«i., Suh.e t101, OntaJio

'

The Offices
of

Mc NARY & KIN G
Tyrone King

Zarlesia McNary

AUTO JUSTICE

We'll Take You Off Those Heels,
And Put You On Wheels

oK

Bankruptcy
Repo
Charge Off
Collections

OK
OK
oK

NO PROBLEM
REDLANDS
!l :c
i

I,

• Current Paystub
• Phone Bill
• Utility Bill
• Personal References

0
'

500 W. Redlands Blvd.
Redlands, CA 92373
876/276-CARS
Part Time Office C lerk Position Av a il ab l e

.•
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Reserve Your ~eat To~af for t~e IEAC June ~ro~ram
only trade associatonight
and Association
and club.com/> .
As the "Unifying tion that represents
always?" and lun- $15
for
other
How to pinpoint cheon will be held guests. Seating is Voice
for nearly 50,000 proyour client/con- Thursday,
June limited, so please Advertising," the fessionals in the
sumer within an 10th, 2004 from RSVP on our web American advertising indusinch of their lives 11:30a-1:00p
www.iead- Advertising try. AAF's 130 corat site:
both geographical- Bossa Nova Grill, c l° u b. com Federation (AAF), porate members
advertisers,
ly and culturally is 1690
Spruce <http://www.iead- headquartered in are
the focus of the Avenue, Riverside. club.com1> or call Washington, DC, agencies and media
that
Inland Empire Ad Admission
is 909-945-9500 for with a Western companies
Region office in comprise
Club June 10th FREE for Inland more information.
the
•
seminar. The pro- Empire Ad Club
leading
To learn more Newport Beach, nation's
gram will feature members, $12 for about the Inland California, is the brands and corpopeakers
Dan members of the Empire Ad Club
Primavera of ESRI California Inland and
upcoming
BIS and Colleen Counties chapter of events, please visit
M. Scheide of American www.ieadclub.com
ESRI - Redlands, Marketing <http://www.iead1
f((i
( Let us design or
CA.
Primavera creredesign you.r:
ates data partner
website for FREE!
relationships
If )10\tdo,-i'dik(' it ...
1( •
cJooi- J•r!
between
ESRI
~\.: --"'---✓
Business
QUR SERVICE INCLUDES:
•• G.UJJ.QBJ YOUff ST...
AIMflVP 0Mtc 3f&ncr v«asr1t
Information
•"SIJDliG u"
E ~ t1Cea:tWa 1/:Wffl I ~ C.tJffl
·•MAJtOJNHfCC
~IU!I;
Solutions
and
• •t::tELl?:IH!3: RftlY'C tftH2lF
smt
value-added
resellers.
He's
$IOOOFFCOUPO Sl00OPl'COLl'ON
been involved in
Bl/SIN6SS SEilVICES, INC.
the data industry
11~908\Jl&ANICBI.VO. #JI N.Holl,.....,f,CA 91601
(818)
623-,100
com«) (8 t8l 623.9101 lfHl
for over 20 years,
VfSIT us AT: ,.,w businu,-&erviccs-inc com
working· for such
companies as Dun
(909) 341-8930
&
Bradstreet,
FAX (909) 341-8932
National Decision
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D.
Systems, Claritas,
H e a 1 t h
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
Demographics, and
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
CACI.
Member Black Psychiatrists of America
Schelde works
Lets take your skin ·care
909.623.1517
6700 Indiana Avenue. Suite 170
Hours
to the next level!
for ESRI Inc. in the Office
License
No.
Z40248
Ri,erside.
CA
92506
By Appointment
Business GIS/Geo
demographics field
I
StyCist
Clioco(ate Creations
with ESRI soft- :·i
'Renee
.Jvtyer-s
,~ t;;er onalized Candy Bars for All Occasions
ware. She brings
Holiday,
Binh A nnouncements
experience fr(?m
Grand Openings
Weddings
¥ Custom Hair Extensions
Graduations
... ¥ Custom Weave
Bridal or Baby Showers
working in several
School or Church
¥ Style Cuts
Fundraisers
¥Mens Cuts
Business GIS and
231 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A- I07
Cfieru.6s
¥ Relaxers
Riverside. CA 92508
¥ Press and Curls
analytical positions
-N¥Texturizer
I (888) 344-82 11
Th.Jrs-Sat9-5
¥And more...
for a ResicJential
Cfiocow.tes
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com
Real
Estate
Consulting firm, ATTORNEYS/ATTORNEY SERVICE
Starbucks Coffee
Company, NESA
NS
(Danish
Low Cost Document Assistance
Utility) and ESRIServing
Moreno
Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)
Nederland.
Attorney Assistance Available
The seminar preWeekend and Evenings Appointments Available
sentation,
titled
Affordable Assistance
Same Day Appointments Available
"Where is your
Prices Low
Wandering
CALL TODAY
"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
Certified - Bonded
Client/Consumer The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

rations. AAF has a
national network of ·
220 ad clubs and
connects the indus-

Mortgage?
try with an academic base through
its 190 affiliated
college chapters.

HOME REP.AIR/SERVICES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Realtor/Loan Officer
Refinance Today
"Your Foreclosure
Sell at Market Vaiue Tomorrow
PreventiOn Oueen"
Investors-for Short Sale Now
Referral Fees
Cati now free video & Home Buyers Guide
Ask About Our New
confidential consultat10n
Office (800) 429-4443 X 125
Talking House
Massage (909) 323-5634

Broadcast

hnplrelnc.

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpentry • Dryw,11
l ...oJluRIM,n Cootra1;1>Wfk>omr

30 Yean Experience

T&S Investments
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

$211.oo . $499.oo

Mr. Joe

11.CMl!Ot~JlilU

909/377-398&
U.L.C. Promotion

Ron's Lawn Service
909/872-2354

J ci-:1

free estimates

(909) 681 -8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin@zxmail.com

Toyln Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

Charles A. Christian
REALTOR®

Executive
7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349·1122

Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian@c2 I Executive.net
Web Site c2 l executive.net
Each Office is Jndepe,idenrfy Owned and O!Hrmed

~

~

0 , YOUflt SITE. IN

'10

TO TOUfllt

Glenda DeYounks, AA, BS

~

~

MS-Independent Motivational
Speaker/Interventionist
•

403B, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance . _ _ ._

_....

Billy Mitchell, Lure,
~

Email your quote request/

---

J,,-1Horace Mann

Fax: 909•785-1371 • Email: bmjmmm@cs com

909-785-1351

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

1

3978 Brockton Ave.
~verside, CA 92501

I ad vocate for swiornmd disabled adults

P.O. Box 3656
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
559.280.5301

WHETHER BUYING, SELLING OR REFINANCING, I CAN HELP!

Ebony Nicholson
Loan Officer I Real Estate Agent

Mike Teer

(619) 347·1975 Cell

Broker/Notary Public
Office: (909) 784-1342
Fax: (909) 784-67 12

(858) 751-1800 Office
(619) 255-1342 Fax
www,1.,m.,ccom

-"°'"'°"·"""

E-mail: teer I@sbcglobal.net
Website: miketeer.com

Receive a $200 00 rel8ml1 tee

8765 Aero Ortve, #226, San Diego, CA 92123

1

,I

3744 Sunnyg,deD'
Riv«side, C>.92506
Phone (909) 781-1212
C$I '(909)2~
AppointnW11~

ctr'u---~tt...t
j..-.U., ........ i... v---a· fija.!

TARBELL REALTORS

Thinking of Selling or Buying a Home
Get Phil on the Phone.

To order call:

909-820-9 70 7

National Institute Legal Center

Subscribe
&
Advertise
909.682.6070

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND EMPIRE
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

Divorce
$175-275
Child CustodyNisitation $200-300
Child Support
$200-300
Legal Separations
$175-275
$150-200
Eviclions
Adoptions
'$250-300
Living Trusts
$300

•Wills

Timmathv
Clothing Co.

DENTAL PLAN

RICHARD F. NEVINS
Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Firsi month special
Includes Free Vision, Prescription and Chiropractic Benefits

• No Limits on Visits, Services or age
• Change Dentists Whenever You Like

Richard
Nevins

(909) 686-5193

• Pre-Existing Conditions Covered
• Orthodontics (Braces) Included

• Cosmetic Dentistry Included
• AU Specialists Included
• No Deductible
" No Claims Forms
• No Waiting Period

-

Fashion Design for
Club Wear and Night
Wear

LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE
¥Divorce/Annulment
¥ Cµstody I Support

50% off
14920 Perris
Blvd. #15
Moreno Valley,
CA 92551
Daily Hours:
10 AM - 7 PM
Closed
Tuesdays
Discount effective
5/1/04 thru 6/1104

¥ Paternity I Visas
¥ Green Cards
DAVID AKINTIMOYE
Attorney At Law

Free Consultation!

$400
Funeral Service w/ Viewing $15~0

(909)

883-5288

624 E. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA

Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or
Foreclosure Time is of the Essence Call Now! ,
LET ME "PHIL" ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE
NEEDS.

Tillman Riverside Morluar

Municipal Court Building
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Oscar Snow, LOA Director

LAW OFFICE OF

GRAND
OPENING

PHIL
Realtor

Simple Adult Cremation

[653-4240]

$200
$300
$300
$200-300
$195

• QRDRO's
• Incorporations
• Name Change
• Bankruptcy
•And More

23631 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
, ,.; Msg phone: 909-243-1604
DECOUD
Cell phone: 909-259-8984 ·

5900 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92506
Phone: 909-310-0849

Naturally Yours Boutique

ByOluleml
Speciallzing
Sisterlocks1 ""'/Brotherlocks™
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)

Lacs/ Twists/Maintenance

Children Welcome

(909) 825-9012
e-mail: olufemi<iladelphla.net
• WWW naturatlyyoursboutique.com

Open: Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

DENTAL PLAN
$11.95 a month individual
$19.95 a month family
Murphy Witherspoon
310-871 -9402
Debbie Castle
909-887-0027

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

A. Leon Tillman
President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

- - - - - - - - -- -

Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms
Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal
needs might be. Our goal is to get you
the best service possible.

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, California

(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682~6437

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer you to
a mortgage banker that will get you a loan.
Refinancing or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-

7047

(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863
Over 20 Years Experience
License #FD757

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGALS/ CLASSIFIEDS
JOB CONNECTION
Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No
exp. req'd. Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing info. call (800) 908-1236 ext. 4117 8am-8pm
7 days.

Wonderful ground floor opportunity for women.
Looking for consultants for direct sales of unique
African American products - home decor, paper
goods, heritage, etc. New company just expanding to California. Earning potential is great. You
could be the first in your areal For more information call 909.982.7533.

The proposed 2004/05 Budget for the Colton Joint Unified School
District will be available tor inspection from June 10, 2004 to June
17. 2004, during regular business hours located at Cotton Joint
Unttied School District Office, 1212 Valencia Drive. Colton, CA
92324.

BARBER WANTED
Train 886.3313
Ask for Jack Edison

I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Bruce Campbell
The filing of this statement
does not of ttself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/11/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
tiled in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this ·state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 1441 I , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05746
p, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6110

The 2004/05 Proposed Budget Hearing for the Colton Joint
Unified School District will be held on June 17, 2004 at 6:30 p.m .
at the Colton Joint Unttied School District, Board Room, 1212
Valencia Drive. Colton, CA 92324.

p, 5/3

Medical
Internal/Workers Comp/Front Ottice. Self motviated. Minimum 5 years experience. Must type.
History taking. full time with benefits. Fax
resume to (909) 883-4324.
Tools Sales Reps
(909) 549-9344
$250-$500 per week. Start Today

HOMES FOR SALE
Best Buy Hotlist
reveals 1o best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-877-6808068 ID# 1040.

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1877 - 680 - 8068

10#1043.
First Time Buyers
Why renl when you can
own? Free list of homes
available with no money
down.under $1 , 100/mnth.
1-877-680-8068 10#1051

List Your Home
For Sale

11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003

Problem Loan Specialty
Foreclosures,Refinances
Cash Outs, New Purchases
Home Quest Financial
Rose Watson
(909) 486-0210 (909) 242-4634

LEGALS
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
AMERICAN POOLS OF CALIFORNIA

54457 Oak Hill
La Quinta. CA 92253
Craig Voy1on (NMN)
54457 Oak Hill
La Qui~ta, CA 92253
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictttious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime .)
sf.Craig Voy1on
The tiling of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 4/29/04.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
flied in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed betore that time.
The tiling of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state or a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rrghts ot another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Sec.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2004-01337
p. 5/20, 5/27. 6/3, 6110
The following person(s) is
, (are) doing business as:
CLASSIOUE GRAPHIOUE

,
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28295 Camino Estribo
• Temecula, CA 92590
Vonnie Rae Roberts Rosser
28295 Camino Estribo
Temecula, CA 92590
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fic@ous business name(s) list·
ed above on 1981.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
fa lse is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Vann R. Rosser
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
busiiiess name in violation of
the rights of another underfed·
eral , state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my off.Ce.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business 8.nd Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05874
p. 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6110
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
IMAGE CONCIERGE
4095 Mission Inn Ave. Ste. C
Riverside, CA 925b1
P.O. Box 1852
Chino, CA 91708
Thomas Campron Kincade
4025 Mission Inn Ave., Ste. C
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 4/25/2004.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Thomas C. Kincade
The filing of this statement

does not of itselt authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/14104.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itseij authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq .•
Business and Professions
Code)
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05923
' p 5/20, 5/27, 613. 6/10
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
THE TRAVEL CLUS
16405 Broadway Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
P.O. Box 314
Lake Elsinore, CA 92531
Reginal Thomas St. Claire
16405 Broadway Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Bette Jean Henson
16405 Broadway Street
Lake Elsinore. CA 92530
This busiriess is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 5/1/04.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty ot a crime.)
sf.Reginald T, St. Claire
The filing ot this statement
does not of itselt authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business narlle in violation of
the rights ot another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. sec. b &p code)
Statement filed wtth the County of Riverside on 5/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state or common law
(See Section t 4411 , Et Sec ..
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05910
p, 5/20, 5127, 613, 6110
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
WILD BILL'S WELDING

6444 Columbus
Riverside, CA 92504
William "F' Haring
8839 Holly Ln.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious · business name(s)
listed above on April 24, 1981.
I declare that all the information ln this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
SI.William F. Haring
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County or Riverside on 5/07/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
C lerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be tiled before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral. state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05595
p. 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as.
CREATIVE IMAGES
3772 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
P.O. Box 7775
Riverside, CA 92513
Stacey Jordan (NMN)
13869 Chagall Ct. 1187
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
lndlvtdual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictttious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Stacey Jordan
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another underfed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
'Statement filed wtth the County of Riverside on 4114/04.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This frctltious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
tiled in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights ot another under
federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business• and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04498
p. 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10
The following person(s) is
(are) doing buslness as:
JEROME SCOTT LICENSE
MARRIAGE FAMILY THERA-

PIST
1101 California Ave. Ste. 202
Corona, CA 9288 I
3099 Vermont Dr.
Corona, CA 92881-8313
Jerome Rosemon Scott, Jr,
3099 Vermont Drive
Corona, CA 92881-8313
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the lnformallon In this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true. information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Jerome Roemon Scott, Jr.
The tiling of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eraI, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. sec. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on tile in my office.
NOTICE: This tictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office ot the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The tiling of this statement
does not ltsell authorize the
use in this state of a Fk:titious
Business Name in violation of
lhe rights ot another under fed·
eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05886
p. 5/20, 5/27, 613, 6110
Tha tollowing ,person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PERFECT TOUCH CLEAN·
ING COMPANY

24115 Cottonwood 8 · 18
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Mlson Chon (NMN)
2411 5 Cottonwood Ave. 818
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.'
I declare that all the lnforma·
lion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Mison Chon
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsell authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/03104.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office,
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
tiled in the Office of the County
C lerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code),
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05360
p, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6110
The following persqn(s) is
(are) doing business as:
ALENDY'S J EWELRY
MUS I CA
ALENDY

Y

REGALOS

24899 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
17192 Coronado Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
Juan Rangel Pedroza
17192 Coronado Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
Dallana Claudeth Pedroza
17192 Coronado Ave,
Fontana, CA 92336

,,

This busineS:j is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Joan Pedroza, Partners
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. sec. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/13104.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in Iha Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be tiled before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05858
p. 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10
The following person(•) is
(are) doing business as:
WESTCOAST 220 ENTER•
TAINMENT

27241 Arla St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
James Lee Laquindanum
27241 Arla St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that a ll the informaUon in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.James Lee Laquindanum
The tlllng of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/04/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on tile in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in lhis state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under tetJeral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq..
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05376
p. 5/20, 5/27. 6/3, 6/10
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as.
SEA TOW • SANTA MONICA
BAY

3585 Main Ste. 206
Riverside. CA 92501
Stephen Greg Campbell
5711 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) list·
ed above on 05-01 -04.
I declare that all the informa·
tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Stephen G. Campbell
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/12/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
C lerk.
A new Fictitious
Business r-jame Statement
must be tiled before that time.
_T he filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common lciw
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business 'and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05798
p. 5/20, 5/27, 613, 6/10
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
, HOW CHARMING

22500 Town Circle #5515
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
17928 Seven Springs Way
Riverside, CA 92504
Bruce Lawrence Campbell
17926 Seven Springs Way
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
SUN ON THE RUN
7120 Indiana Ave. Suite F
Riverside, CA 92506
6948 Coolidge Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Odette Dawn Brixey
6948 Coolidge Ave.
Riverside: CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictttious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s.'.Odette Brixey
The filing of this statemehl
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coon·
ty 'at Riverside on 5/06/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the ong1na1
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed betore that time.
The filing ot this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state· of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law,
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05529
p, 5/20, 5127, 613. 6/10
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
· CUOUI FLOWERS
1201 W1lllam St.
Corona, CA 92879
Gladys Rivera Orozco
1201 William St.
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the intormation in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Gladys Orozco
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS

Notice is hereby given that
proposals will be accepted by
the South Coast Air Quality
Management District, 21865
Copley Drive, Diamond Bar,
CA 91 765 for the foliowing:
P2004·23 Outside Liability
Counsel Closing Date: 7/6/04
5:00 p.m. Contact; John
Olvera (909) 395-2309
PA2004--08 PM10 and/or NOx
Emission Reduction Projects
in
Disproportionately
Impacted Areas Closing Date:
8/6/04 4:00 p.m. Contact:
Vicki White (909) 396-3436
02004-10 Mobile Weather
Systems for Vehicle-Based
Meteorological
Monitoring
Closing Date: 7/6104 2:00
p.m. Contact: Joan Niertit
(909) 396-2174
02004-11 Portable Gas
Chromatograph
· Mass
Spectrometers Closing Date:
7/6/04 2:00 p.m. Contact:
Joan Niertlt (909) 396-2174
02004-12 Portable Automatic
Chemical Agent Oetection &
Alarm (ACADA) · Systems
C losing Date: 7/6/04 2:00
p.m. Contact: Joan Niertit
(909) 396-2174
02004-13
Pre-qualify
Vendors to provide Library
Services & Supplies Closing
Date: 7/9/04 10:00 a .m .
Contact: Hiawatha Norris
(909) 396-2858
02004-14
Cargo
Vans
C losing Date: 7/6/04 2:00
p.m. Contact: Joan Niertit
(909) 396-2174
Persons attending a bidder
conference should confirm
their attendance by calling the
contact person. Bids will not
be accepted from anyone not
attending a mandatory bid·
der's conference.
The RFP/RFO may be
obtained through the

Internet at :
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp/
If you have questions or
would like a copy of the
RFPIRFQ mailed to you, call
the contact person.

It is the policy of the AOMD to
ensure that all businesses
including
minority-owned
businesses, women -owned
businesses, disabled veteranowned businesses and small
businesses have a fair and
equitable opportunity to compete for and participate in
AOMD contracts.
SCAOMD Procurement Unit
p. 06/10/04, 06/17/04
CNS- 686276#

filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictrtious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,·
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05617
p. 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10

The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
The following person(s) is
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) ' (are) doing business as:
Statement filed wtth the CounEGATE, LLC
ty of Riverside on 5/11/04.
5015 Canyon Crest Dr. #104
I hereby certify that this copy is
Riverside, CA 92507
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
eGate LLC
NOTICE: This fictitious busi5015 Canyon Crest Dr. #104
ness name statement expires
Riverside. CA 92507
five years from the date it wa_i;
CALIFORNIA
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
This business is conducted by
Business Name Statement
Limited
Liability
must be filed before that time.
Company/Partnership.
The filing of this statement
Registrant commenced to
does not itsen authorize the
transact business under the
use in thts state of a Fictitious
tictitious business name(s) listBusiness Name in violation of
ed above on April 23, 2004.
the rights of another under fedI declare that all the informaeral, state or common law
tion in this statement is true
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
and correct. (A registrant who
Business and Professions
declares as true, information
Code).
which he or she knows to be
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
false is guilty ot a crime.)
FILE NO. R-2004-05717
sf.Paul H. Smith, Sr.
p, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10
Owner/Managing Member
LLC/AI# 2004 11910110
The following person(s) is
The filing of this statement
(are) doing business as:
does not of ltsell authorize the
ALL NATURAL & HEALTHY
use in this state of a fictitious
10498 Peppergrass Way
business name in violation of
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
the rights of another under federal, state, or oommon law
Perla De Occidente Mejia
(sec. 1440 et. sec. b &p code)
10498 Peppergrass Way
Statement tiled with the CounMoreno Valley, CA 92557
ty of Riverside on 5/07/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
Jacqueline Bertha Castellanos
a correct copy ot the original
10498 Peppergrass Way
statement on file in my office.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
This business is conducted by
five years from the date it was
Co-Partners.
flied In the Office of the County
Registrant has not yet begun
·clerk.
A new Fictitious
to transact business under the
Business Name Statement
fictitious name(s) listed above.
must be flied before that time.
I declare that all the lnformaThe flllng of this statement
tiori in this statement is true
does not Itself authorize the
and correct. (A registrant who
use In this state of a Fictitious
declares as true, information
Business Name in violation of
which he or she knows 10 be
the rights of another under fedfalse is guilty of a crime.)
eral, state or common law
s/.Jacqueline Castellans /
(See Section 14411. Et Sec.•
Pe~a C. Mejia '
Business and Professions
The filrng of this statement
Code).
does not of ttseij authorize the
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk
use in this state of a fictitious
FILE NO. R-2004-05594
business name in violatton of
p, 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6110
the rights ot another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
Statement tiled with 1he CounCASE NUMBER: RIC 411516
ty of Riverside on 5107/04.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
TO ALL INTERESTED PER·
a correct copy of the original
SONS: Petitioner Ismael Larry
statement on file in my ottice.
Fernandez/
Ericka
Lee
NOTICE: This fictitious busl·
Withrow Fernandez filed a
ness name statement ·explres
petition with this court for a
five years from the date it was
decree changing names as fo~
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
SPECIFICATION NO.1392

Notice rs hereby given that
the City of San Bernardino
Municipal Water Department
will receiVe bids for:
·
FURNISH ALL
LABOR.
EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS.
AND SERVICES FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF A 12.0
MG RESERVOIR COMPLETE, INCLUDING ROOF
HATCHES, LADDER, SAFE·
TY CLIMBS, ROOF SAFETY
HANDRAILS,
ROOF
ACCESS
RAMP
AND
STAIRS WITH
SAFETY
ENCLOSURE,
TANK
APPURTENANCES,
AS
INDICATED ON THE DRAWINGS, SUBGRADE EARTHWORK, VINYL SHEATHING
BENEATH THE RESERVOIR
AND CLEANING, TESTING,
AND DISINFECTION OF
THE PRESTRESSED CON•
CRETE RESERVOIR, SAN
BERNARDINO, CALIFOR-

lows:
Ismael Larry Fernandez to

Milo Larry Escalera
Ericka
Lee
Witherow
Fernandez 10 Ericka Lee
Escalera.
The court orders that all persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court
at the hearing indicated below
to show cause, ~ any, why the
petition for change of name
should not be g1anted.
Notice of Hearing Date: July 8,
2004, ,rme: 9:00 a.m., Dept.: 8
The address of the court is:
4050 Main Street, Riverside.
CA 92501 , CIVIL
A copy of this Order to Show
Cause shall be published at
least once each week for tour
successive weeks prior to the·
date set tor hearing on the
petition in the following newspaper of general circulation.
printed in this county Black
Voice Newspaper.
Dale: May 6. 2004
Robert Spitzer, Judge of the
Superior Court.
p. 5/20, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10
The following person(s)
(are) doing business as:

IS

ASSET BUllcDERS

10620 Village Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Loris Faye Thibodeaux Allen
10620 Village Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted tiy
lndivtdual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
t declare that all the inforrna·
tion In this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Loris Thibodeaux Allen
The tiling of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In lh1s state of a fictitious
business name In violatkm of
the rights or another under led·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Coun·
ty of Riverside on 6121/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
live years from the date it was
tiled in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing ot this statement
does not itsell authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Sec.,
Business and Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-06196
p, 5/27, 6/3, 6/10, 6117
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
PERFORMANCE

MORT-

GAGE SOLUTIONS

16360 Pine Cone Lane
Riverside, CA 92504
Judy Kay We/otter
18360 Pine Cone Lane
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the informa·
lion In this statement is true
and correct, (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty ot a crime.)
s.'.Judy K. Woofter
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County ot Riverside on 6/13/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy ol the original
statement on tile in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office ol the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be tiled before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Sec.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05866
p, 5/27, 613, 6110, 6117
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
CONCRETE EMPIRE
2826 Fillmore St.
Riverslde, CA 92503
Eric Kristain Pompa
2826 Fillmore St.
Riverslde, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Eric Pompa
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement tiled with the County of Riverside on 5/06/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on tile In my office.

NOTICE: This fictitious busi•
ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state or common law,
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05539
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6110, 6117
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
MEMORY CRAFTS

417 Roosevelt St.
Corona, CA 92879
Michele Carmeli (NMN)
19752 Dorado Lane
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679
Sally Carmell (NMN)
417 Roosevelt St.
Corona, CA 92979
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s)
listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is t rue
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Michele Carmeli
The filing of this statement
does not of ltsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in v iolation of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. sec. b &p code)
Statement tiled with the County of Riverside on 5/18/04.
I hereby certify that this copy Is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date tt was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
• Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltsett authorize the
use in this stat11 of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Cdunty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2004-05991
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6110, 6/17
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
JAN-PRO

3646 Brckton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501
Manuel Sandoval Esquer, Jr.
3646 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

San Bernardino International Airport Authorlly
Notice Inviting Bids
• EDA AWARD PROJECT NO. 07-49-05422
Roof Reptaceme~t Project - Bultdlng No. 730

'

.

Prospective bidders are hereby notified that San Bernardino International Alrporf Authority will receive sealed bid proposals for Roof
Replacement Project to Building No. 730. Such proposals will be recetVed Jntil 2:00'tf.tli.'brl'Tuesday, July 6, 2004 at Owner's Office,
Clerk of the Board, at which time said bids will be publicly opened and read.
A MANDATORY pre-bid meeting tor prospective bidders and their major sub-contractors will be held at 294 S. Leland Norton Way. Suite
t , San Bernardino, California, at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, June 22, 2004.
Contract Documents may be obtained from Owner's Office, 294 S. Leland Norton Way, Suite 1, San Bernardino, California 92408. upon
payment of a nonrefundable fitteen-doHar ($15) fee. Make all checks payable to "San Bernardino International Airport Authority."
Project consists of removal of all existing roof membrane, base flashing , cant strip and unwanted equipment down to the substrate in
accordance with applicable code requirements to prepare the existing decking system. Furnish and install two layers of 2.5" IS0-3 insulation board and one layer of _. Dens Deck roof board, mechanically attached. Furnish and install a layer of 80-mill thick PVC reinforced
roof membrane complete with perimeter wood nailers, specified flashings. insulation board, Dens Deck roof board , PVC coated metal,
and all other incidental and accessory items to comprise a completed roofing assembly. For questions regarding this project, contact
Richard Rodarte at (909) 382-41 oo. ext. 241 ,
The SBIAA reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids and to waive any informallties or Irregularities In any bid. Award of contract is subject to US Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration approval.

NIA.

This is in accordance with
Specttication No. 1392 on file
In the office ot the City of San
Bernardino Municipal Water
Department's
Purchasing
Agent, Tom Valdez, 195 North
"D" Street, (Corporate Yard),
San Bernardino, California
92401, mailing address P.O.
Box 1630, San Bernardino,
California 92402. Deliver all
bids
to
the
Water
Department's
Purchasing
Agent by 1:30 p.m .. July 13.
2004; at said place and time
said bids shall be publicly
opened. Obtain all information relative to Specification
requirements and purchasing
procedures from the office ot
the City of San Bernardino
Municipal
Water
Department's
Purchasing
Agent, Telephone No. (909)
384-5192.
Contract documents may be
examined at the above-mentioned
office
of
the
Department. Copies of the
Contract documents may be
obtained at no cost, only from
the City of San Bernardino
Municipal Water Department,
Purchasing Department, 195
North "D" Street, San
Bernardino. California 92401 .
Each proposal must be
accompanied by a certified
check, cashier's check or bid
bond executed on the prescribed form, payable to the
Department, in an amount not
less than ten percent (10%) of
the amount bid.
There will be a mandatory
pre-bid conference and job
site inspection conducted on
June 15, 2004 at 9:00 a.m. at
195 North "D" Street, San
Bernardino, California.
Pursuant to the·requirements
·under Permits and Licenses
In the Information for Bidders,
Bidders shall be licensed
under the laws of the state of
California in the classification
of General Engineering ·A·,
with relevant experience.
Engineering Estimate S6.242
MIL
Bid Bond 10"/4
Payment Bond 100%
Faithful Performance Bond

100%
Estimated Calendar Days 420
DAYS
All terms and conditions con·
tained in the Contract docu·
ments shall become a part of
lhe Contract. The Board of
Water Commissioners, San
Bernardino,
California
reserves the right to reject
any and all bids, and to waive
any and all irregularities in
any bid. No Bidder may with·
draw his bid until the
Department has made a final
award to the successful
Bidder or has rejected all
bids.
Bid Results may be obtained
from the City web site,
www.citywater.org the day
alter the bid opening.
p. 06110/04
CNS· 6852381

San Bernardino International Airport Authority
San Bernardino, California
p, 6/10, 6/1
Copyright Notice: All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-names/trade·marks ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAM, ADAM THOMAS
81STRAM, EWA BISTRAM, EVE 81STRAM, MARTHA BISTRAM, MARTA Bl STRAM, and NICOLE BISTRAM - as well as any and all
derivatives and variations in the spelling of any of said trade-names/trade-marl<s. not excluding "Adam Tomasz Bistram·, "Adam Thomas
Bistram", "Ewa Bistram·, "Eve Bistram", "Martha Bistram". "Marta Bistram", and "Nicole Bistram" respectively - Common Law Copyright
C 1973. 1985, and 1990, respectively, by Adam Tomasz BistramC>. Said common-law trade-names/trade-marks, i.e. ADAM TOMASZ
BISTRAM<C>. EWA BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAM<C>. and NICOLE BISTRAMC, may neither be used, nor reproduced, neither in whole
nor in part. nor in any manner whatsoever. without lhe prior, express, written consent and acknowledgement of Adam Tomasz BistramC
as signified by the red-ink signature ot Adam Tomasz BistramC>, hereinafter ·secured Party". With the intent of being contraclually bound,
any juristic person, as well as the agent of said juristic person, consents and agrees by this Copyright Notice that neither said juristic per·
son, nor the agent of said juristic person, shall display, nor otherwise use in any manner, any of the common-law trade-names/trademarks ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAMC, ADAM THOMAS BISTRAMC, EWA BISTRAMC, EVE BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAMC, MARTHA
BISTRAMC, and NICOLE BISTRAM<C>, nor the common-law copyright described herein, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the
spelling of, ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAMC, ADAM THOMAS BISTRAMe, EWA BISTRAM©, EVE BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAMC,
MARTHA BISTRAMC, and NICOLE BISTRAMC, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured Party, as
sign~ied by Secured Party's signature in red ink, Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives conseet for any unau·
thorized use of any of ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAMC, ADAM THOMAS BISTRAM©, EWA BISTRAM©, EVE BISTRAM©>, MARTA BIS·
TRAMC, MARTHA BISTRAM<C>, and NICOLE BISTRAMC, and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Secured Party is not now,
nor has Secured Party ever been1 and accommodation party, nor a surety, for any of the purported debtors, i.e. "ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAM", "ADAM THOMAS BISTRAM", "EWA BISTRAM", "EVE BISTRAM', "MARTA BISTRAM', "MARTHA BISTRAM", and "NICOLE
BISTRAM\ nor for any derivative of, nor tor any variation in the spelling of, any.of said names, nor for any other juristic person 1 and is
so-indemnified and heid harmless by ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAM©, Debtor in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. ATB-090297HHIA dated the Second Day of the Ninth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-seven against any and all
claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses 1 lawsuits, costs, fines, liens,
levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become due,
now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by Debtor for any and every reason,
purpose, and cause whatsoever. Self-executing ContracVSecurity Agreement In Event of Unauthorized Use: By this Copyright Notice,
both the juristic person and the agent of said juristic person, hereinafter jointly and severally "User," consent and agree that any use of
ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAMC, ACAM THOMAS BISTRAMC, EWA BISTRAMC, EVE BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAMC, MARTHA BISTRAMC, and NICOLE BISTRAMC, other than authorized use as set forth above constitutes unauthorized use, counterfetting, of Secured
Party's common-law copyrighted property, contractually binds User, renders lhis Copyright Notice a Security Agreement wherein User is
debtor and Adam Tomasz BistramC> is Secured Party, and signifies that User. (1) grants Secured Party a security interest in all of User's
assets, land, and personal property, and all of User's interest in assets, land, and personal property, in th e sum certain amount of
$500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of the common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAM<C>. ADAM
THOMAS BISTRAMC, EWA BISTRAMC, EVE BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAMC, MARTHA BISTRAM<i:l, and NICOLE BISTRAMC, as
well as for each and every occurrence of use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, respectively, ADAM TOMASZ
BISTRAM0, ADAM THOMAS BISTRAMC, EWA BISTRAMC, EVE BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAMC>, MARTHA BISTRAM0, and NICOLE
BISTRAMC. not excluding "Adam Tomasz Bistram", "Adam Thomas Bistram", "Ewa Bistram", "Eve 81stram", "Mana Bistram", "Martha
Bistram", and "Nicole Bistram", respectively, plus costs, plus quadruple damages; (2) authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User
is debtor and Adam Tomasz Bistram is Secured Party, and wherein User pledges all of User's property, I.e. all assets, land, consumer
goods, fann products, inventory, equipment, money, investment property, commercial tort claims, letters of credit, letter-of-credit rights,
chattel paper, Instruments, deposit accounts, accounts, documents, and general intangibles, and all User's interest in all such foregoing
property, now O'Mled and hereafter acquired, now existing anct hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral for securing User's
contractual obligation in tavor of Secured Party tor User's unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law copyrighted property; (3)
consents and agrees with Secured Party's filling of a UCC Financing Statement In the UCC filing office, as well as In any county
recorder's office, wherein User is debtor and Adam Tomasz BlstramC> is Secured Party; (4) consents and agrees that said UCC Financing
Statement described above in paragraph "(3)" is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party's
tiling of any continuation statement necessary for maintaining Secured Party's perfected security interest in all of User's property and
interest property, pledged as collateral In this Securtty Agreement and described above In paragraph "(2)," until User's contractual oblig•
ation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied; (5) consents and agrees with Secured Party's tiling of any UCC Financing Statement,
as described above In paragraphs "(3)" and "(4)," as well as the filing of any Security Agreement, as described above in paragraph "(2)."
In the UCC tlllng office, as well as in any county recorder"s office; (6) consents and agrees that any and all such tilings described in para·
graphs "(4)" and "(5)" above are not. and may not be considered, bogus. and that User will not claim that any such filing is bogus; (7)
waives all defenses; and (8) appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative tor User, effective upon User's default re User's con·
tractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under "Payment Terms" and "Default Terms", granting Secured Party full
authorization and power tor engaging in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited by, authentication of a record on
behatt of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion. deems appropriate, and User further consents and agrees that this
appointment of Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User's default, is irrevocable and coupled with a
security interest. User further consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms ol Seit-executing Contract/Security
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use: Payment Terms: In accordance with lees for unauthorized use of any of ADAM TOMASZ BISTRAMt!l>, ADAM THOMAS BISTRAMC, EWA BISTRAMC, EVE BISTRAMC, MARTA BISTRAMC, MARTHA BISTRAMC, and NICOLE
BISTRAMC as set forth above, User hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full wtth·
in ten (10) days of the date User is sent Secured Party's invoice, hereinafter "Invoice." ttemizing said fees. Default Terms: In event of
non-payment in fuH ol all unauthorized-use tees by User within ten (10) days of date Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and:
(a) all of User's property and interest in property pledged as collateral by User, as described above in paragraph "(2)," immediately
becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party; (b) Secured Party Is appointed User's Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph "(8)"; and (c) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possesslon of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any man·
ner that Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion , deems appropriate, including but not limited by, sale at auction, at any time
following User's default. and without further notice, any and all of User's former property and interest in property, as described above In
paragraph "(2)," formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, in respect of this "SeW-executing ContracVSecurity
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use,• that Secured Party, again in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate. Terms for
Curing Default: Upon event of default, as set forth above under "Default Terms," irrespective of any and all of User's former property and
interest in property, In the possession of, as well as disposed of by, Secured Party, as authorized above under "Default Terms," User may
cure User's default re only the remainder of User's former property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral that is neither
in the possession or, nor otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party within twenty (20 days of date of User's default only by payment in
full. Terms of Strict Foreclosure: User's non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees Itemized in Invoice within seid twenty- (20) day
period for curing default as set forth above under "Terms for Curing Default" authorizes Secured Party's immediate non-j udicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party,
which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said Twenty- (20) day default-curing
period. Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and Security Agreement tiled wtth the UCC filing
office. Record Owner. Adam Tomasz Bistrame>, Autograph Common Law _Copyright Cl 1973. Unauthorized use of any of "Adam Tomasz
Bistram•, •Adam Thomas Bistram•, "Ewa Bistram", "Eve Bistram•, "Marta Bistrarn", •Martha Bistram", and "Nicole Bistram•, respectively,
as set forth above in paragraph "(1 )" under "Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use."
p , 5/27, 613, 6/10, 6/17
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This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s} liste d above.
I declare that all the informa-

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. 1-2004-01433
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6110, 6/17

which he or she knows to be

eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/11 /04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct c opy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in t he Office of the County
C lerk.
A new Fictitious

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing o f this statement
does not its elf authorize the

The following person(s)
(are) doing business as:

is

SPICYMIXX-ATIONS
22895 Rockcress St.
Corona, CA 92883
Antonieta Pilar Owens
22895 Rockcress St.
Corona, CA 92883
Wilbert Owens, Ill (NMN}
22895 Rockcress St.
Corona, CA 92883

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wile.
Registrant has not yet begun

to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s} listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime .)
s/.Antonieta Pilar Owens
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious

use in this state of a Fictitious

business name in violation of

Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under led·

the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/24/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date It was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Flctl11ous
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement

eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05716
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6/ 10, 6/17
The following person(s)
(are} doing business as:

is

INNERCHANGES - LIFE
SERVICES
12369 Baltimore Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

does not itself authorize the
Kathi Marie Scott
12369 Baltimore Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

use in this state of a Fictitious

Business Name in violation of

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information In this statement Is true

and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infomiation
which he or she' knows to be

the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,

Business

and

This business is conducted by
Indiv idual.
Registrant commenced to

transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on May 13. 2003.
I declare that all the informa-

false is guilty of a crime.}
s/.James Alvin Harrison, M.D.
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the

Oscar Javier Ochoa
591 Parkview Dr.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the County ot Riverside on 2/19/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement

does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictittous
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-02040
p.3/4, 3/11 , 3/18, 3/25,
4/ 29, 5/6, 5/13, 5/20,
5/27, 613, 6/10, 6117

ral, state or common law
:ea Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
uslness and P rofessions

and correct. (A registrant who

the rights of another under fed-

does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
busineks name in violation of
the righls of another under fed-

eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/25/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious

Nancy Amezquita Zavala
5656 Jones
Riverside, CA 92505

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true. information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Nancy Amezquita Zavala
The filing of this statement
does not of itsett authorize the

use in this state of a ftctitious
business name in violatlon of
the rights of another under federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/20/04.
I hereby certify 1hat this copy is
a correct copy of the original

statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed In the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not rtsen authorize the
use in this state of a Fict~ious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06274
p. 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6124
The following person(s) is
(are} doing business as:
EXPRESS SIGNS & GRAPHICS
1540 Commerce #8
Corona, CA 92880
Oscar Andrade Ochoa
990 Solano
Corona, CA 92882

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife .
Regls1rant

commenced

to

transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above on 3/5/99.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

eral, state or common law

I hereby certify that this copy is

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Statement filed with the Coun-

a correct copy of the original

Business

GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06105
p . 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6/24

ty ot Riverside on 5/25104.
I hereby certify that this COflY is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

ness name statement expires

Ieodus Ellsworth Gantt, Ill
:784 Pahute Dr.
>reno Valley, CA 9 2553

1is bus iness is conducted by
1ividual.
,gistrant has not yet begun

transact business under the
litio us business name(s) llst-

above.

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement

does not itseff authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in v iolation of
the rights of ano1her under federal, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , El Seq.,

leclare that all the informa-

Business

n in this statement is true

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05403
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6/10, 6/17

d correct. (A registrant who

clares as true, information
1ich he or she knows to be
se is guilty of a crime.}
Theodus E . Gantt, Ill

1e filing of this statement
•BS not of itself authorize the
.a In this state of

a

and

Professions

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

fictitious

1siness name in violation of
e rights of another under fed•
al, stale, or common law
ec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
.atement filed with 1he Counof Riverside on 5/18/04.
1ereby certify that this copy is
correct copy o f the original

atement on file in my office.

The following fictitious business name(s}: Has been
abandoned by the following
person(s}

UNLIMITED
FINANCIAL
SOLUTIONS
XPRESS SIGNING
13800 Heacock St. Ste. 0-1 29
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

OTICE: This fictitious busi-

:tss name statement expires
,e years from the date it was
lark.
A new Fictitious
usiness Name Statement
Iust be filed before that time.
he filing o f this statement

Aurora Dora Vazquez

The following fictitious business name(s}: Has been
abandoned by the following
person(s)

46 215 Verba Santa Dr. #1 2
Palm Desert, CA 92260
This business is conducted by

Individual.
Registrant

commenced

to

transact business under the
fictitious business name(s} listed above on 11 /22/2000.
I declare that all the Informa-

UNLIMITED
FINANCIAL
SOLUTIONS
XPRESS SIGNING
UC FAVOR INCORPORATED
13800 Heacock St. Ste. 0-129
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

U.C. Favor Incorporated
CA Corp #2541563

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

This business is conducted by:
Co rporation
The
fictitious
business
name(s} referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on
8/15103.
I declare that all the informa-

the rights of another under f ed-

tion in this statement is true

eral, state, o r common law

and correct. (A regist rant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Carletta M . Loflin, CEO
This sta1ement was filed with
the County Cler1< of Riverside
County on 05/18/04.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-08372
p. 5/ 27, 6/ 3, 6110, 6/17

s/.Aurora Vazquez
Th e filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p c ode)
Stalement filed with the County of Rive rside on 5/06/04.
I hereby certify that t his copy is

a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bus i-

ness name statement expires
fiv e years from the date It was
file d in the Office of the Co unty
Clerk .
A ne w Fictitious
Busi ness Na me Statement
m ust be filed before that t ime.
The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·

era!, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

AMENDED
The follo wing person(s) is
(ate) doing business as:

MORENO VALLEY IMMEDIATE CARE CENTER, MEDICAL CLINIC
12199 Heacock St. Ste.6
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valle y, CA 92557

Business

and

Professions

Code).

Code}.
GARY L. O RSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-06284
p. 6/ 3, 6110, 6/ 17. 6124

AMENDED
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

LATIN TASTE

AGUA PURA

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

10498 Peppergrass Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

2995 Van Buren Blvd . #A-2
Riverside, CA 92503

which he or she knows 10 be
false is guilty of a crime.}
s/.Bong Ju Lee, President
LLC/AI# 2406843
The filing of this statement

Perla Castellanos Mejia
10498 Peppergras s Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Simon Sang Lee
2 173 Trafalgar Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

Jacqueline Bertha Castellanos
10498 Peppergrass Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

This business is conducted by:

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
4se in this state of a Fictitious

Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal. state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

and

Professions

Co-Partners.
Registrant has no t yet begun

1/3/03.
I declare that all t he informa-

to transact business under the

tion in this statement is true

f ic titious business name(s) list-

ed above.

and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

I declare that all the informa-

which he or she knows to be

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

false is guilty o f a crime.}
s1... Simon Sang Lee
This stat ement was filed wit h
the County C lerk of Riversid e
County on 02/17/04.
GARY L. O RSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003 -00074
p. 3/4, 3/11 , 3/18, 3/25,
4/29 , 5/6, 5/13, 5/ 20 ,
6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6/24

(sec. t 440 et. seq. b & p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5127/04.
I h ereby certify that this copy is

a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fict itious busi-

ness name statement expires
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GAVILON HILL RANCH

fiv e years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County

Clerk.

A new Fictitious

AMENDED
Th e following p erson(s ) is
(are) doing business as:
RAMSEY UNLIMITED LLC
8093 Wendov er Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
Ramsey Unlim ited, LLC
8093 Wendover
Riverside, CA 92509
CALIFORNIA 200409610182

The following person(s) is

Individual.

Business

(are) doing business as:
MAMAGER

filed in the Office of the County

Clerk.

Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06380
p . 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6/24

28360 Forest Oaks Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
:rracie Kyle Hunter
28360 Forest Oaks Way
Moreno Valley. CA 92555

A new Fictitious

fictitious business name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informa-

use in this state of a Fictitious

and correct. (A registran1 who

Business Name in vio la tion of
the rights of another under fed-

declares as true, information

eral, state or common law

to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) list-

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, Cou nty Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-06262
p . 6/ 3, 6110, 6/17, 6/24

(See Section 144·11 , Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, Information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.}

st.Tracie Hunter
The filing of this statement
does not of rtseW authorize the

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name S1atement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not ltsen authorize 1he

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06301
p. 6/3, 6110, 6/17, 6/24
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

AFFORDABLE CARDS AND
COLLECTIBLES
2395 Hamner Ave. #F
Norco, CA 92860

The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
CARDS FROM THE HEART

GOO
AL-GLOW
15212 Laverda Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92~51
P.O. Box 9979
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

This business Is conducted by
Individual.

which he or she knows t o b e
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jagjlt Sing~, Owner
The filing of this sta1ement
does not of itself authorize the

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/28/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original

This business is conducted b y
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun

the rights o f another under fed-

to transact business under the

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Code).
GA RY L. O RSO, County C ler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06218
p. 6/1 0, 6/ 17, 6/24 , 7/ 1

and

The following person (s ) is
(are) doing business as:
VALLEY VIEW CONSTRUC-

(See Section 144 11, Et Seq.,
Bus iness and Prof essions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County C ler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06591
p. 6/1 0, 6/ 17, 6/24, 7/ 1

The following person(s ) is
(are) doing business as:

CALIFORNIA
CHILO
SEARCH ENFORCEMENT
1103 Athena Court
Riverside, CA 92507
1450 University Ave . #51 6
Riverside, CA 92507
The Choyce Foundation
CALIFORN IA
C1628442

a Limited Partnership.

29974 Peachtree Ct.
Murrieta, CA 92563

ed above ,
I declare that all the info rma-

Victor Vito Vidaurri

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

29974 Peachtree Ct.
Murrieta, C A 92563
This busine ss is conducte d by

Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun

declares as true. information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a c rime.)
s/.Mlchael Choyce , President
LLC/ AI# C1 628442
The f iling of this statement

(are) doinQ business as:

to transact business under the
fictit ious business name(s) list•

REONTE'S DRAPES ETC.
12674 Softwind Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

tion in this statement is true

eral, state, or common law

and correct. (A registrant who

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/13104.
I hereby certify that this copy is

The following person (s) is

ed above.
I declare that all the info rma-

does not Of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in vfolation of
the rights of another under fed-

Regina Ann Taylor
12674 Softwind Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

declares as true, information

st.Victor V. Vidaurri

a correct copy of the original

This business is conducted by

The filing of this statement

Individual.
Registrant

does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious

statement on file in my office.
NOT ICE: This fictitious busi-

commenced

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)

to

transact business under the
fictit ious bus iness name(s) listed above on 2-7-04 .
I declare that all the Information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

five years f rom the date it was
fi led in tne Olfice of the County

eral, state , or common law

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.

false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Regina Taylor
Th e filing of this statement

does not al itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation o f
the rights o f another underfed·
eral , state, or common law

must be filed before that time.
The filing of 1his statement

does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violalion of

NOTICE: T his fictitious busi-

the rights of another under fed-

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A n ew Fictitious
Business Name Statement

eral, state or common law

must be filed before that time.
The filing of t his statement

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/25/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is

ness name statement expires

business name In violation of
the rights of anoth er under fed(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed w~h the County of Riverside on 6/02/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be

(See Section 1441 t , Et Seq ,

Business

and

Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04432
p. 6/10, 6117, 6/24, 7/ 1

a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.

does not itself aulhorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under federal, state or common law

NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

JUNE 3, 2004

Business

To Whom II May Concern:
The
Narne(s)
of
the
Applicant(s) is/are: CASTEL-

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in t he Office of the County
Clerk.
A n ew Fic titious

use in this state of a ficti1ious
business name in violation o f

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.

and

Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO , County C lerk
FILE NO. R-2004-06550
p. 6110, 6/ 17, 6/24 , 7/1

The filing of t his sta1ement

eral, state, or common law

does not itsetf authorize the

The follow ing person(s) is
(are} doing business as:

use in this state of a Fictitious

BASELINE PERFUME

Business Name in violation of

Services, Inc.
381 21 Via La Colina
Murrieta. C A 92563
CALIFORNIA C2621531

12220 Perris Blvd .
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
P.O . Box 8021
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious busi-

ness name statement expires

Prof essions

Code).
GARY L. O RSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05400
p. 6/10, 6/ 17, 6/24 , 7/1

Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) list-

eral, state o r common law

does not of ltsell aut horize the

a correct copy of the original

common law

and

TION

(sec. 1440 et. seq . b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 4/14/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is

Healthcare R Us Insurance

Of

(See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,

This business is CDnducted by

must be filed before that l ime.

the rights of another under fed-

38121 Via La Colina
Murrieta, CA 92563

the rights of another under fed-

Professions

Business Name Statement

the rights of another under fed-

eral, stale or common law
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
TO SELL ALCOHOLIC BEV-

ERAGES

• 'I

Date of Filing Application:

LANOS JACQUELINE B
The applicants listed above
are
applying
Department
of

I '

II

l_t.: lf
,_ J )

' ,e
u.

to
t he
Alcoholic

Beverage Control to sell alcoholic beverages at:
14420 ELSWORTH ST. STE
118

MORENO VALLEY, CA 92553
Type of license(s} Applied for:

40 - ON-SALE BEER
p. 6110, 6117, 6124

Johnny Keith Harris
15521 Buckboa rd Ln.

I

,,

.,.,1, ....

fictitious business name(s} listed above.
I declare that all the informa-

tion in this statement Is true
and correct. (A registrant who

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Gloria Olive, President
LLC/AI# 2606578
The filing of this statement
does not of itself autho rize the

use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under fed-

Business

and

Professions

.

.

.• ...
W-

.

eral, state or common law
.

.

,·

,·

·.

'.

'.:

-·_

.;

" j. ,,

,,

,

~. .

'

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-06441
p. 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6/24
The fo llowing person(s) is
(are} doing business as:

KIDD WORKS PALMS
16087 Palomina Ln
Moreno Valley. CA 92551
Dennis Scott Kidd
16087 Palomina Ln.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

eral, state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/05/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
· statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busifive years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not its elf authorize the

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not y et begun

to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informa-

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty o f a c rime.)

sf.Dennis Kidd
The fil ing of this statement

eral, state or common law

eral, state, or common law

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/27/04.
I hereby c ertify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on Ille In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

Business

and

Professions

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, County C ler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-05501
p. 6/3, 6/10, 6117, 6124
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

ACCESS
GROUP

filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious

MORTGAGE

45-480 Cota.Way
Indian Wells , CA 92210

Business Name Statement
must be filed before tha1 time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/25/04.
I hereby c ertify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitiou s bus i-

This business is conducted by

(See Section 14411, Et Seq.,

ness name statement expires

Corporation.

Business

Registrant has not yet 'be gun

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-06402
p. 613, 6/10, 6117, 6/24

five years from the date rt was
filed in the Office of the County
C lerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time .
The filing of this statement
does not i1self authorize the

Business

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of

the rights of another under fed -

eral, state, or common law

NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

use in this state of a Fic titious
Busine&,S Name in violation of

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.}
s/.George Lester Buxton
The filing of this statement
does not of its elf authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

SER-

does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

the righ1s of another under fed-

(A registrant who

D&D INSURANCE
VICES

Member
The filing of this statement

the righ ts o f another under federal . state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

filed in the Office of the County
Cler1<.
A new Fictitious

must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement

NOTICE: This fictitio us busi-

fictitious business name(s) listed ·above on Apri l 1995.
declare that all the Information

in this statement is true and

The following person(s} is
(are) doing bu siness as:

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a cri me.)
s/.Londell Ram sey, Managing

Business Name in violation of

statement on file in my office .

Business Name Statement

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

Registrant commenced to
transact business under the

d eclares as true, information

Professions

The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this sta te of a Fictitious

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement tiled with th e County of Riverside on 6/03/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the Co unty
Clerk.
A n ew Fictitious

Business

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.

eral, slate, or common law

statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious busi-

NOTICE: This fict itious business name statement expires
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk .
A n ew Fictitiou s

the righ ts o f anothe r under fed-

a correct copy of the original

eral, slate

five years from the date it was

does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b & p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/04/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is

a correct copy of the original
statement on lile in my office.

statement on file in my office.

does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

correct.

and

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

does not of ilself authorize the
use in lhis state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed·
eral, state, or common law

filed in the Office of the County
Voices
of
Children,
Incorporated
15212 Laverda Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
#2606578

ness name statement expires
George Lester Buxton
5221 East Canyon Dr.
P.O. Box 3479
Wrightwood, CA 92397

tion in this statement is true

eral, state, or common law

the rights of another under fed-

eral, state, or common law

era l, state or common law

Business Name Statement
must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun

ed above.
I declare that all the informa-

MARKET
22060 Gavilon Road

sf.Carlos A. Fuentes
The filing of th is statem ent

the rights of another under fed-

This business is conducted by

does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law

I declare that all the informa-

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, infor'mation

tion in this statement is true

This bus'iness is conducted by
Individual.

the rights of another under fed•
eral, state . or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/24/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is

fic titious business name(s) list-

ed above.
I declare that all the informa-

false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Johnny Harris
The filing of this statement

does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

Registrant has not yet begun

Individual.

business
name(s) referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Don G reene
The filing of th is statem ent

The

f ictitious

Dong Fricardio Greene

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

This business is conducted by
Individual.

to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) list•

9960 Sofia Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

ed above.
I declare t hat all the informa-

Carlos Albeno Fuentes
4 7840 Sumac St.
La Quinta, CA 92253

Individual.
Registrant has not yet be gun

and correct. (A registrant who

to transact business under the
fictitio us business name(s) list•

The followin g person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
ART & GOLD
40365 Murrieta Ho t Springs
Rd. CS
Murrieta, CA 92562

The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the
use in this stale of a Fictitious
Business Name in vk>lation of

Moreno Valley, CA 92555

045 Ca liforn ia Ste 110
Corona, CA 92882
9960 Sofia Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Registrant has not yet begun

which he or she knows to be

Professions

ne ss name( s}: Has been
abandoned by the following
person (s)

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.}
s/.Jacqueline
Berth a
Castellanos/ Perta C . Mejia
The filing of this stat ement

Professions

false is guilty of a crime.)

and

Th e following person(s}
(are) doing business as:

the rights of another under federal, state. or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/25/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the origina l
statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

and

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-04534
p. 4/29, 5/ 6, 5/ 13, 5/20,
6/ 3, 6/10, 6/ 17, 6/24

(See S ection 14411 , Et Seq .,

The following fictitious busi-

does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

eral, state or common law
(See Sect ion 144 11 , Et Seq.,

Business

GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. R-2004-05654
p. 6/ 3, 6/10, 6/ 17, 6/24
is

Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed•

ed above.

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
ed above.
I declare that all the informa-

TERS BLINDS

use in this state of a Fictitious

does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in v iolation of
the rights of another under federa l, state or common law

eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
DON ' S DISCOUNT SHUT-

The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

Business

.

•

This business is conducted by

must be filed before that time.

to transact business under the

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq .,

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Carletta M. Loflin, CEO

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTI·
TIOUS BUSINESS NAME

the rights of another under fed-

filed in the Office of the County

m ust be filed before that time.
The filing of this st atement

the rights of another under fed-

declares as true, information

The following person(s} is
(are) doing business as:
TRAVEL TOUCH MASSAGE
200 W. Ramon Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
46225 Yerba Santa Dr. #1 2
Palm Desert, CA 92260

Ju & Ju Us Corporation
3332 Willow Park Circle
Corona, CA 92881
CALIFORNIA

use in !his state of a Fictitious
Business Name in v iolation of

Clerk .
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

This business is conducte<:l by

See. Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

the County Clerk of Riverside
County on 05/ 18/04.
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-08507
p. 5127, 6/3, 6/10, 6117

must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

five y ears from the date it was
filed in th e Office of the County

ness name statement expires
five years from the date It was

3uslness

This statement was filed with

ARIGATO
41915 Motor Car Pkwy Ste
DG&E
Temec ula, CA 92591

ness name statement expires

fictit io us busin ess n ame(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informa-

iral , state or common law

: ode}.
, ARY L. O RSO, County Cler1<
' ILE NO . R-2004-06 051
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6/10, 6/17

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

FI LE NO. R-2004-06277
p. 6/ 10, 6/17, 6/24, 7/ 1

five years from the date it was
Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my o~ice.
NOTICE : This fict itious busi-

use in this stale of a Fictifious

Code).

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

Professions

NOT ICE: This fictitious busi-

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/25/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is

Business Name in violation of

Professions

name(s) referred to above was
filed in Riverside County on
8/15103.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

and

statement on file in my office.

the rights of another under fed-

eral, state, or common law

Jagjrt Singh (NMN)
18217 Mindalao St.
Bloomington, CA 92316

and

NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

,e rights of another under fed-

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/10/04 .
I hereby ce rtify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original

does not of itse!f authorize the
use in this state of a ficmlous
business name in violation of

Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the

business

oes not itself authorize the
se in this state of a Fictitious
:usiness Name in violation of

the rights of another under fed-

eral, state, or common law

LLC/A I# C262 153 1
The filing of this statement

must be filed before that lime.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authoriae the

statement on file in my office.

fictitious

use in lhis state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

President

Perris, CA 92570

Corporation
The

false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Jason Walton
The filing of this statement
does not of it self authorize the

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Robert
M . . Dillworth,

This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability

This business is conducted by:

ed in the O ffice of the County

fictitious business name(s} listed above.

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who
declares as true, information

Busine ss Name Statement

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/25104.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original

UC Favor Incorporated
CA Corp #2541563

business name in violation of

to transact business under the

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

Business

does not of rtseff authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious

Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun

The following person(s) is
(are} doing business as:

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2004-06303
p. 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6/24

The filing of this statement

This business is conducted by

filed in th e Office of the County

which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Oscar Ochoa

the rights of another under federal. state, or common law
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}

five-years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County

Code) .
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2004-01606
p. 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6124

declares as true, information

eral, state, or common law

statement on file in ,ny office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

Professions

five years from the date it was
filed in the Office of the County
Clerk.
A new Fictitious

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/04/04.

H. ENTERTAINMENT

and

ness name statement expires

Elizabeth Orta Ochoa
990 Solano
Corona, CA 92882

ARY L. ORSO. County Clerk
LE NO. R-2004-06067
p. 5/27, 613, 6/10, 6/17

'784 Pahute Dr.
oreno Valley, CA 9 2553

eral, state or common law
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business

the rights of another under fed-

5656 Jones Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505

ode).

10 following person(s} is
re} doing business as:

must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the

tion in this statement is true

false is guil1y of a crime.} ·
sf.Oscar J . Ochoa
The filing of this statement

3230 Maude St.
Riverside, CA 92506

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be

Jason Jon Walton

and correct . (A registran1 who

filed in the Office of the County

Corporat ion .
Registrant has no t yet b egun
fictitiou s business name(s) listed above.
I declare 1hat all t he informa-

NOTICE: This fictitious busi-

Clerk.
A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement

This business is conducted by

to transact business under the

I declare that all the information in this statement is true

fictitious business name(s) list·

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Maxlne Hall
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
the rights of another under fed-

ed above.
I declare that all the informa-

3230 Maude St.
Riverside, CA 92506

statement on file in my office.

does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of

and correct. (A registrant who

business name in violation of

to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s) list·

ALL AMERICAN CONTRACTORS

(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code}
Statement filed with the County of Riverside on 5/ 24/04.
I hereby certify that this copy is
a correct copy of the original

NANZITA
TRAVELING
NOTARY/ SERVICES

Neal Elbert Hall
10540 Villager
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

□es not itself authorize the

eral, state, or common law

must be filed before that time.
The filing of this statement

! ral, state, or common law

se in this state of a Fictitious
usiness Name in violation of
,e rights of another under fed-

use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of

The following person(s) is
(are} doing business as:

ed above.
I declare that all the informa-

1ust be filed before that time.
he filing of this sta1ement

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun

Business Name Statement

fictttious business name(s) list-

:lerk.
A new Fictitious
:usiness Name Statement

false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Trig
C.
Magelssen,
President
LLC/ Al# 2279296
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the

ness name statement expires
five years from the date it was

use in this state of a fictitious

eral, state, or common law

dedares as true, information
which he or she knows to be

the rights of another under fed-

1540 Commerce St. /IC
Corona, CA 92880

The following person(s} Is
(are} doing business as:
INOULGENSE THE OLD &

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife .
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s} listed above.
I declare that all the information in this statement is true

Professions

declares as true, information
which he or she knows to be

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the

Maxine Hall (NMN)
10540 Village Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

and

The following person(s) is
(are} doing business as:

Professions

Code}.
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06227
p. 5/27, 6/3, 6/10, 6/ 17

Business

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2004-06269
p. 6/3, 6/10, 6/17, 6/24

EXPRESS LANDSCAPING

10540 Village Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

led in the Office of the County

eral, state or common law

and correct. (A registrant who

NEW

ve years from the date it was

the rights of another under fed-

tion in this statement is true

false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Kathl Scott
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
':>usiness name in violation of
·he rights of another under fedsec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
ltatement filed with the Couny of Riverside on 5/ 19/ 04.
hereby certify that this copy is
1 correct copy of the orig inal
;tatement on file in my office.
JOTICE: This fictitious busiess name s1atement expires

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of

(See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

dec lares as true. information
false is guilty of a crime.}
s/.Manuel S. Esquer, Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a ficlitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

James Alvin Harrison, M.D.
23475 Evening Snow
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Thursday, June 10, 2004

Magelssen, Inc.
45-480 Cota Way
Indian Wells, CA 92210
CALIFORNIA

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of
the rights of another under fed-

eral, state or common law

to transact business under the
fictitious business name(s} listed above.
I declare that all 1he informa-

tion in this statement is true
and correct. (A registrant who

and

Professions

The f ollowing person(s} is
(are) doing business as:

"
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Indian Country
mourns the loss of a
beloved friend

"The administration intends to restore tribal governments to their
rightful place among governments of this nation and to enable tribal
governments ... to resume control over their own affairs."

Ronald Reagan
January

24, 1983

RONALD WILSON REAGAN
1911 ~ 2004
Paid for by the

TRIBAL ALLIANCE OF SOVE R E I G N INDI AN NATIONS
Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians • Augustine Band of Mission Indians • Cahuilla Band of Indians
C hemehuevi Indian Tribe • Morongo Band of Mission Indians • Pechanga Band of Luisefio Indians • Ramona Band of Mission Indians
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians • Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians • Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Indians • Soboba Band of Luisefio Indians
Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians • Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians

www.tasin.org

Thursday, June 1O, 2004
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FR EE WAY l ,11\11 1 l N
"THE LINCOLN P 'R EMIER EXPERIE·NCE ."
MSRP . .
. ........$36,895
FACTORY REBATE ...........3,000
FREEWAY DISCOUNT .........2 472

MSRP .•••..•.•• , . . ..• , ••. $49.760
FACTORY REBATE ....... . ...4,500

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

5 332

,
'.(:

$31423·00
'

or

$39928il

VIN# 4Y605435
1 at this price

'

'

0,0°

10

VIN# 4W30403
1 at this price

On Approved Credit

2004 Lincoln LS V6

On Approved Credit

limited term financing at $16.67 per 1,000 financed
to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1 credit
through Ford Motor Credit.

2004 Linco n Navigator

MSRP . .. .......•... .•• , . .$41 ,815
FACTORY REBATE . .• . . ...•..4 .500
FREEWAY DISCOUNT ••. , •• , 2 874

MSRP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$40,970
FACTORY REBATE ...........6,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT , •

Limited term financing at $16.67 per
1,000 ffnanced to qualified buyers on
approved tier 0, 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

. 2 700

$32 270·00
'

VIN #4ZJ45029
1 at this price
1 at this price

or

0,0°

10

orOJJ°lo

On Approved Credit

.All New 2004 Lincoln Aviator

2004 Lincoln Towncar

Limited term financing al $16.67 per
1,000 financed 10 qual~ied buyers on
approved lier 0. 1 credit through Ford

S i g n a t u r eum::,::::::a~:,::: p.,
1 ,000 financed to qualttiad buyers on
approved tier o, t credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

Motor Credit.

Ford

IFRIE:ISWAY 1LKNC01LN

R~bates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

Credit

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

www.freewaylm-'{W.com

2004 GRAND MARQUIS GS

2004 MERCURY SABLE GS

MSRP ................... ..$25,1195
FACTORY REBATE , , • ••• •••• , • ,$4,500
FREEWAY ~ •••• . ••••• ,$1 ,142

MSRP .............. , ,. , , ..$21,765
FACTORY REBATI: •.••...• , , •• •$3,500

FREEWAY DISCOUNT .•. , , , • .• ,-,$1,438

$16,827

Net COSITO You

or 0.0%APR

$19,453

On Approved CnldH
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0,
I, credit through Ford Motor Credit.

or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
• $16.67 per t .000 financed lo qualified buyers on approved lier 0, t .

credit through Ford Motor Credit.

f

2004 MERCURY
MONTEREY

2004 MERCURY

MOUNTAINEER V&

MSRP .......... . .... , .... .$29,995

MSRP .............. .......$30,505
FACTORY REBATE • ,·, ••••••• ,. ,$4,500

FACTORY REBATE .... , ..•..•. .$5,000
FREEWAY DISCOUNT , • , •••••• , .$2.290

FREEWAY D ~ •• ••• • •• .•.$2.510

$22,705 .

NetCostToYou

5

23,495

or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tier o. 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

1Oo/o OFF

i

ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON
Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 6-30-04

JUNE SERVICE SPECIAL

$17,999

$17,999

UC . #4RCY779

UC. #5BLR122 Previous Rental

~ T o~ ~ f h l d ~

Arrowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford

Credit

03 LINCOLN NAVIGATOR 414

s39,999

1O°/o OFF
All 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN MAY.
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHI•
CLES ONLY.
FREE WHEEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING
THE MONTH OF JUNE

The Black Voice News
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Just trying to pick a
.

.

Medicare drug discount
card is enough to make
you need a prescription.
·AARP can help.

As a result of a_new law, Medicare beneficiaries are now eligible to receive a Medicare drug discount card. The cards can
save money and are an important step toward a lasting Medicare drug benefit. But choosing a card can be confusing.
Whatever your situation, the best choice is to be informed. To help with that, AARP offers the following guidelines:

rOt You can purchase a Medicare drug

rOt The Medicare drug discount card program

discount card without giving up existing

is <::ompletely voluntary. You do not have to

drug coverage that you may receive from

buy a card if you don't want one.

insurance or other non - Medicare
discount cards.
rOt After you choose a Medicare drug discount

rOt You can only have one Medicare drug

discount card at a time.
rOt If you already receive drugs through a state

card, you can change to a different card at

Medicaid program, you are not eligible

the end of the year, but not before.

for a Medicare drug discount card.

For a free brochure on.choosing a Medicare drug discount card, call 1- 888- 0UR-MRP or visit www.aarp.org.

